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Abstract
The transverse relaxation time (T2) is a fundamental parameter of magnetic resonance imaging sensitive to tissue microstructure and its water content, thus offering
a non-invasive approach to evaluate abnormalities of brain tissue in-vivo. Prevailing
hypotheses of two childhood psychiatric disorders were tested using quantitative T2
imaging and automated region of interest analyses. In autism, the under-connectivity
theory, which proposes aberrant connectivity within white matter (WM), was assessed, finding T2 to be elevated in the WM of the frontal and parietal lobes, while
dividing whole brain data into neurodevelopmentally relevant WM compartments
found increased T2 in bridging and radiate WM. In Tourette syndrome, tissue abnormalities of deep gray matter structures implicated in the symptomology of this
disorder were evaluated and increased T2 of the caudate was found.

Despite the sensitivity of quantitative T2 measurements to underlying pathophysiology, interpretation remain difficult. However, in WM, the compartmentalization of
distinct water environments may lead to the detection of multi-exponential T2 decay.
The metric of interest is principally the myelin water fraction (MWF), which is the
proportion of the T2 signal arising from water trapped within layers of the myelin
sheath.

As a proof of concept study, the ability to measure the MWF based on T2* decay
was evaluated and compared to a MWF measurements obtained from T2 decay. Data
were analysed using both non-negative least squares and a two-pool model. Signal
losses near sources of magnetic field inhomogeneity, such as the sinuses, rendered
T2* components inseparable, invalidating this approach for whole brain MWF measurements. However, this study demonstrated the suitability of a two-pool model to
calculate the MWF in WM.

ii

A novel approach, based on the multi-component gradient echo sampling of spin
echoes (mcGESSE) and a two-pool model of WM, is proposed and its feasibility
demonstrated using simulations. The in-vivo implementation of mcGESSE followed,
with reproducibility of MWF measurements being assessed and the potential of an
accelerated protocol using parallel imaging being investigated. While further work is
needed to assess data quality, this approach shows great potential to obtain whole
brain MWF data within a clinically relevant scan time.

Keywords: autism, Tourette Syndrome, under-connectivity, white matter, transverse relaxation, T2, multi-component, myelin water fraction
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Chapter 1
Autism, Tourette Syndrome and
MRI
1.1

Thesis introduction

The flexibility afforded by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has enabled continuing innovation in the study of the human brain. This thesis describes a series of
projects which seek to better understand brain tissue abnormalities in autism and
Tourette syndrome (TS); two psychiatric conditions with childhood onsets. Further,
the work presented extends on current MRI methodologies used in quantitative brain
imaging with a focus on myelin, a component of brain tissue critical for proper neurotransmission. This introductory section serves to describe the organization of this
thesis as well as the aim and scope of each chapter.

Chapter 1 is devoted to introductory material of the subject matter. Descriptions of autism and TS highlight the developmental nature of the disorder, as well
as summarize what is known about their onset, prevalence and co-mobordities. Current evidence of brain dysfunction and tissue abnormalities is summarized within the
scope of MRI research. This review of the state of research in autism and TS sets
1

the stage for our own imaging findings, presented in chapter 2. The last section of
chapter 1 covers the fundamentals of MRI physics and sets the foundation for the
novel MRI methodology presented in chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 2 presents studies which use existing methodologies for the measurement of the transverse relaxation time (T2), a parameter of MRI sensitive to cellular
structure and water content, is employed to investigate both autism and TS. Novel
approaches to perform automated, atlas-based, group comparisons are described and
implemented. The results are discussed in light of their implications and limitations,
which motivate the work presented in chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the quantitative assessment of the myelin water fraction (MWF), a metric which describes the proportion of the T2 signal attributable to
motionally restricted water found between layers of the myelin sheath. First, existing methods for MWF quantification are reviewed. A short proof of concept study is
then presented based on a method which had, at the time, never been implemented in
vivo. However, we conclude that shortcomings restrict application to in vivo studies
within our lab’s research program. A new approach is proposed, based on a novel
sampling strategy and addressing drawbacks of previous methods. Termed mcGESSE
(multi-component gradient echo sampling of spin echoes), its ability to measure the
MWF is assessed with computer simulations using realistic temporal signal to noise
(SNR) profiles and acquisition parameters.

Chapter 4 describes the implementation of mcGESSE for whole brain MWF mapping in a clinically relevant scan time on our lab’s 3T MRI scanner. Parameters
gleaned from the simulation studies of chapter 3 were combined with specific considerations of in vivo imaging to establish a preferred protocol. Healthy volunteers
underwent imaging, with all subjects but one being imaged twice to assess repro2

ducibility of MWF measurements. Additionally, the feasibility of an accelerated protocol, using parallel imaging, was assessed in a subset of volunteers with a third scan.
Image and data quality issues are discussed in light of their influence on MWF measurements. Specific suggestions are made in this regard for future work to address
these issues.

Chapter 5 presents concise summaries of each study presented in this thesis. The
results of T2 abnormalities in autism and TS are summarized and related to current
findings. The methodological studies of chapter 3 and 4 are also summarized and
their contributions assessed on their own merit. The chapter ends with final views
on the implications of whole-brain MWF mapping in the study of autism.

1.2
1.2.1

Autism
Background

Autism is a childhood-onset neurodevelopmental disorder which has received increasing public, media and legislative attention in the past decade. The first description of
autism was published in Leo Kanner’s seminal paper in 1943 [1], describing the case
studies of 11 children. To this day, many of the observations described by Kanner
in this small group remain remarkably relevant and the traits he described are still
hallmarks of the current diagnostic criteria [2].

Many factors have contributed to the reported rise in the prevalence of autism [3].
These include, but are not limited to, a broadening of the diagnostic criteria, changes
in public health policy and referral processes, and a decreasing age of diagnosis [3].
It is however unclear if these factors can fully account for the increase. Current
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estimates of today’s prevalence vary widely and the most recent Canadian epidemiological study was conducted in Montreal, Québec, and found a rate of approximately
22 cases in 10 000 children [4]. Additionally, autism is more common in males in a
ratio of about 4 to 1 [5]. Autism also has a high-comorbidity with other conditions
such as mental retardation and epilepsy [3, 6, 7] .

Autism is a disabling condition with the lifetime public expenditure estimate to be
$3.2 million per person (United States dollars) [8]. Additionally, raising a child with
autism places a tremendous burden on families, and higher levels of family stress,
reduced family income, and increased rates of divorce have been reported among parents and families of children with autism [9, 10].

1.2.2

Characteristics of autism

Autism is characterized by a triad of impairments, namely social deficits, impaired
communication and restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviour [5, 11]. These areas of deficits were discussed and conceptually grouped in Kanner’s original paper in
terms of aloneness, sameness, rigidity and atypical language use [1, 5]. All facets of
social functioning can be affected in autism. For example, difficulties with face recognition, eye gaze and the understanding of social cues are abilities often affected. Even
at a very young age, toddlers with autism may refuse to play with others or simply
ignore those in their surroundings. Deficits in communication beyond language delay
are also observed. Involuntary and immediate repetition of sounds and vocalizations
made by others (echolalia) and the misuse of pronouns are two common examples.
Interestingly, some skills often associated with language performance are sometimes
unaffected or even enhanced, such as memory, vocabulary and spelling. Certain patterns of behaviour in autism are often observed to be restricted and repetitive. For
example, an individual may resist changes, such as the furniture arrangement in a
4

room, or changes to a daily routine. Repetitive behaviours are also often exhibited
which may include performing the same task over and over or repeating previously
heard phrases. Due to the spectral nature of the disorder, there is great variation
in breadth and range in all deficit areas and not all areas need to be affected for a
diagnosis [2].

1.2.3

Magnetic resonance imaging in autism

There is strong evidence that autism has a neurobiological basis, but the extent and
timing of the abnormalities involved in the disorder remain largely unknown. Kanner’s discerning observation of increased head circumference was an early suggestion
of a neurobiological basis for autism. Increased head size has since been substantiated
in many studies assessing head circumference measurements. In fact, about a quarter
of children with autism have a head circumference higher than the 97th percentile [5].
Along with sparse post-mortem studies, head circumference studies led to the early
notion that overall brain volumes are increased in autism [12].

The advent of MRI has enabled the direct in vivo assessment of brain volumes
of developing children with autism. Differences in the diagnostic criteria and age of
patient cohorts, as well as the analysis methods used to calculate volumes from the
imaging data may, in part, explain the many conflicting reports as to the degree and
chronological span of reported volume abnormalities. To some extent, inconsistencies
in the literature may be explained by an abnormal brain growth trajectory in autism,
a notion which has gained increasing traction. Studies investigating this possibility
have suggested an early period of accelerated brain overgrowth, compared to peers,
followed by a period of normalized growth into adulthood [13–15].

The many studies examining the differential contributions of grey and white
5

matter to the overall brain enlargement have also failed to reach congruent conclusions [12]. Reports of increased white matter have been more consistent, to some
extent, while reports of grey matter volume differences more inconsistently cite increased or no significant differences compared to typically developing children [16].
Studies have found both global and regional differences contributing to the cerebral
volume abnormalities seen in grey and white matter in children with autism [16].
One study of young children with autism noted a posterior to anterior gradient, with
enlargement of grey and white matter in the frontal lobes but not in the occipital
lobes [17]. Another study of young children with autism, however, reported generalized increases in grey and white matter throughout the cerebrum [18].

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have used task based studies to reveal differences of brain function in individuals with autism. Extensive evidence exists of abnormal brain function and functional connectivity encompassing
all areas of aberrant function in autism. These predominantly include motor tasks,
executive function tasks, visual-spatial processing tasks, auditory and language tasks,
and both basic and complex social processing and cognition tasks [14, 15, 19]. Age
related differences in the processing style, the influence of demands and stimulus,
modulation, and the lack of preference for social stimuli are all aspects of brain function which differ in autism when compared to healthy controls [19].

Other quantitative magnetic resonance techniques have been attractive in the investigation of brain abnormalities in autism. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)
can be used to quantify the relative concentrations of various brain metabolites. Nacetylaspartate (NAA), usually construed as a marker of neuronal integrity and function, has typically been reported to be reduced in autism which does not support
hypotheses of neuronal overgrowth or reduced apoptosis [13,14,20,21]. Changes have
been reported in other metabolites, such as creatine, glutamate/glutamine and myo6

inositol, but with less consistency [13, 14]

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a technique sensitive to the diffusion characteristics of water within brain tissue microstructure. DTI has been especially amenable
to the study of white matter, since the presence of nerve fibre bundles results in geometrically restricted water diffusion. Metrics based on diffusivity and the geometric
anisotropy of diffusion, such as fractional anisotropy (FA), are most often reported
in studies investigating white matter. DTI publications in autism have undergone
quasi exponential growth in recent years. Methodological approaches vary greatly
but reductions in FA is the most frequent report [22]. Ensuring robust data and
statistical comparisons in DTI is not trivial and processing pipelines are faced with
many potential pitfalls [23]. Further, the interpretation of quantitative metrics such
as FA calls for caution in light of their dependence on the complex organization of
nerve fibres [24].

The reconciliation of imaging findings is hindered by our relatively poor understanding of neurodevelopmental processes. How the underlying brain abnormalities
in autism, whether cause of effect, interfere with development is a difficult but critical
research question to consider. Healthy brain development is a dynamic process with
regional and temporal underpinnings which raises critical considerations in autism
research.

1.2.4

The under-connectivity hypothesis

In imaging research, the attribution of a specific, localized cause of autism has been
largely abandoned in favour of the conceptualization of autism as a distributed disorder. A proposed unified concept of deficient complex information processing has
been supported by cognitive testing [25] and functional imaging [26, 27]. This idea
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was recaptured and expanded in terms of aberrant neural connectivity, purported to
lead to disruption of psychological or neurological functions that are dependent on the
coordination or integration of several brain regions [28–30]. This under-connectivity
theory proposes atypical development of the long-distance, integrative connections
within and between cortical systems combined with overrepresented short range connections (figure 1.1).

Fig. 1.1: Schematic representing the concept of under-connectivity as proposed by
Belmonte et al. A normal brain (left) contrasted to a brain with aberrant connectivity
(right).

1.2.5

Neurodevelopment and myelination

Reports of white matter abnormalities from MRI studies, and the profile of affected
and spared brain functions, support the concept of aberrant connectivity in autism.
Many studies have categorized white matter volume abnormalities in autism using
the anatomical lobar divisions of the brain (see figure 1.2). However, this approach
may not be the most suitable when testing hypotheses of neurodevelopment and functional organization.
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Physiologically, white matter is principally distinguished from grey matter by the
presence of myelin, consisting of oligodendrocytes, wrapped in a concentric sheath
around axons to improve electrical conductivity (figure 1.3) [31]. Formation of the
myelin sheath, or myelination, is one of the central underlying processes of brain development and maturation. Myelination begins prenatally and follows a non-uniform
spatial and temporal profile [32] until at least adolescence [33].

Occipital
Parietal

Frontal

Temporal

Fig. 1.2: The frontal, occipital, temporal and parietal lobar divisions of the human
brain.
The relative bulk alignment of neighbouring myelinated white matter axons results
in macroscopic fibre bundles called white matter tracts. These tracts are anatomically
categorized into projection, association and commissural white matter fibres (figure
1.4). Within these types, white matter fibre tracts are further divided according to
anatomical location and span [34] . Fibre tract organization offers a functionally and
neurodevelopmentally relevant classification scheme for the assessment of white matter abnormalities in autism.

9

axon
myelin sheath

Fig. 1.3: (Left) Simplified model of a myelinated axon, showing the myelin sheath
wrapped concentrically around the axon. (Right) Electron-micrograph giving a crosssectional view of of the myelin sheath and axon.

association
commissural

projection

Fig. 1.4: Anatomical organization of major white matter tracts presented in sagittal
(left) and coronal (right) views; association fibres (green), commissural fibres (blue)
and projection fibres (magenta).
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1.2.6

Summary

The study of autism with MRI has lent strong evidence to a neurobiological basis
though many research questions remain unanswered. Histological and genetic research in autism have recently undergone significant growth due to the founding of
programs such as the Autism Tissue Program [35] and advancement of techniques
enabling the identification of genetic abnormalities such as chromosomal abnormalities and copy number variations. However, the lines of research afforded by these
methods of basic science alone remain distant to the functional and developmental
aspects of autism. To date, no genetic abnormalities have been found to be specific
to autism. Instead, it has been suggested that genetic factors may act through some
common final neurodevelopmental pathway and that linking genetic information and
neuroimaging could help us identify these pathways [36]. In this spirit, the work
presented in this thesis gives special consideration to the under-connectivity theory
through the investigation of white matter abnormalities in autism.

1.3
1.3.1

Tourette Syndrome
Background

TS is a neuropsychiatric disorder first described by Gilles de la Tourette in 1885,
reporting on nine patients who displayed involuntary movements and phonic sounds
[37]. TS remains characterized by vocal and motor tics which exhibit a convoluted
temporal pattern of severity and frequency. These tics are usually accompanied by
sensory symptoms and premonitory urges. The mean age of onset is 6 years of age
with the majority of cases developing before age 11 [38]. Severity peaks at about age
12 and most patients are tic-free by the end of adolescence [38]. Once thought to
be rare, reports on the phenomenology and prevalence of TS around the world have
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shown great similarity. Prevalence in the majority of cultures is around 1%, with variation being explained by methods of ascertainment, differing study populations and
clinical criteria [39–42]. However, TS appears to be rarer in females [43] and individuals of black african descent [42]. Comorbidity with other neuropsychiatric conditions
such as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is exceedingly common and perhaps as high as 90% [44].

1.3.2

Magnetic resonance imaging in Tourette Syndrome

Neuroimaging studies have provided support for the involvement of various brain
structures in the pathophysiology of TS. Studies of brain function using positron
emission topography (PET) and fMRI have reported abnormalities of the basal ganglia, thalamus, prefrontal cortex and primary motor area [45–47] . Structural MRI
studies have found volumetric reductions of the putamen, caudate and the globus pallidus, as well as abnormal volumetric asymmetry of basal ganglia structures [45, 48].
Additionally, studies have reported volumetric abnormalities of the dorsal prefrontal
area [49], frontal white matter [50,51], and frontal grey matter [51,52]. Abnormalities
of neurochemistry of these regions in TS have also previously been noted: one MRS
study found reduced levels of NAA, suggesting reduced functional neuronal integrity,
in the frontal lobes and left putamen of patients with TS [53].

1.3.3

Implication of the cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical circuit

Research studies have implicated abnormalities of cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical
(CSTC) circuits in the etiology of TS, though the specific neurophysiological abnormalities underlying the disorder remain unknown [54, 55]. CSTC circuits connect the
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basal ganglia and related thalamic and cortical structures within multiple networks
implicated in many motor, association and inhibitory neural systems (see figure 1.5).
Previous work has suggested that TS could be associated with the improper inhibition
of subsets of the CSTC circuits [44, 54, 55]. Whether these changes are compensatory
in nature or point to the underlying etiology of TS remains an unanswered question.

cerebral cortex

globus pallidus externa

striatum

basal ganglia output
-substantia nigra
-globus pallidus interna

sub thalamic nucleus

thalamus

Fig. 1.5: Schematic of the CSTC circuitry proposed as a neural substrate in the
etiology of TS.

1.3.4

Summary

As with autism research, neuroimaging findings lend strong evidence to aberrant neural function and structure in individuals with TS. Though the heritability of TS and
its associated comorbid conditions is high [56], the specifics of the underlying genetic
components have not been uncovered [42]. The CSTC circuitry and its pathways
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have lent a framework within which to reconcile symptomatology and imaging findings [57]. The research study of TS presented in this thesis aims to further evaluate
abnormalities of the basal ganglia by quantitatively assessing T2, given its sensitivity
to changes in neurobiology reflected by changes in the tissue microstructure.

1.4

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI exploits a fundamental property of the atomic nuclei called “spin”. Though the
manifestation of atomic spin is most thoroughly explained by quantum mechanics,
the population of spins required to give rise to a detectable signal is large enough
to render a description of MRI using classical mechanics appropriate. In the case of
hydrogen, a single unpaired proton results in a net nuclear spin of 1/2. The natural
concentration of water molecules in the human body has led to hydrogen being the
primary nuclei of interest in MRI, termed proton or 1-H imaging. However, other
nuclei present in the human body have a net non-zero spin and can also be used as a
source of signal. The rest of this section will describe the basic concepts which make
MRI possible.

1.4.1

Fundamentals of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

The hydrogen nuclei possesses a magnetic moment represented by a vector which interacts with an external magnetic field. Two energy states are possible, corresponding
to an alignment against and with the external field. This is further characterized by
precession of the nucleus’ magnetic moment, about the direction of the external field,
known as Larmor precession (figure 1.6).

The alignment of the nuclei’s magnetic moment vector with or against the external
14

z, B0

x

y

Fig. 1.6: Larmor precession of the magnetic moment vector about an external, static
magnetic field B0 , conventionally assigned in the direction of the z-axis.

z, B0

Fig. 1.7: Spin populations aligned with and against the external magnetic field B0 .
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field describes one of two possible energy states (figure 1.7). The population of each
energy state is given by the Boltzmann distribution:
−E
N−
= e kTK
N+

(1.1)

where N− describes the upper energy state, N+ the lower energy state, E the energy
difference between the spin states, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature
in Kelvins. The energy difference between the two spin states depends on the nuclei
of interest via its gyromagnetic ratio, and the external magnetic field:

E = hγB0

(1.2)

where h represents Planck’s constant, γ the gyromagnetic ratio (42.58 MHz/T for
hydrogen) and B0 is the field strength of the MRI scanner, typically ranging from 1.5
to 9.4 T in modern clinical and research systems.

The populations of spins in either energy state in the external magnetic field
reaches an equilibrium equilibrium state after a short interval (typically a few seconds
for tissues) and remains in equilibrium if the field is held constant, as is the case with
the main magnetic field within an MRI scanner. The energy difference between
the two states corresponds to electromagnetic radiation in the radio-frequency (RF)
range and thus, the population ratio of the two states can be perturbed with an
RF excitation pulse of the appropriate frequency, given by ω0 and called the Larmor
frequency:
ω0 = γB0

(1.3)

Following this excitation, the spins progressively return to their equilibrium populations. However, it is unnecessary to continue tracking spins in terms of their energy
state populations. An appropriate and useful simplification is to consider the aggre16

gate magnetization, over a macroscopic scale, of a group of spins experiencing the
same electromagnetic effects and therefore having the same precession frequency (figure 1.8).

M0
z, B0

Fig. 1.8: The magnetization isochromat as the net magnetization vector of a spin
population.
As such, we can depict a magnetization isochromat in an external field B0 as a
macroscopic magnetization vector at an equilibrium M0 until disturbed by the magnetic field of a RF excitation pulse B1 on resonance at the Larmor frequency. Though
Larmor precession is still taking place, the random phase of each spin results in the
macroscopic magnetization vector being perfectly aligned with the external magnetic
field (figure 1.9a). In a three dimensional plane, the direction of B0 is conventionally
assigned to the z, or longitudinal, axis. B1 is typically applied perpendicular to the
z axis and varies with ω0 . In those conditions, the effective field experienced by M0
17

will cause nutation towards the x-y, or transverse, plane (figure 1.9b). B1 is usually
prescribed in terms of the flip angle Θ, which depends both on the power and duration of the RF pulse.

Following excitation, all the spins are now in phase and still subject to a static
external field. The macroscopic magnetization precesses about the z axis, inducing an
electromotive force (EMF) in any nearby conductor (figure 1.10). The EMF is only
induced by the component of the magnetization vector in the transverse plane, Mxy ,
and is responsible for any recorded signal in an MRI experiment. Carefully designed
coils are used in MRI to detect this signal and are optimized for different parts of
the human anatomy. The macroscopic magnetization returns towards its equilibrium
state via relaxation processes which are dependent on properties of the sample being
imaged.

1.4.2

The Bloch Equations

The Bloch equations serve as a phenomenological description of the evolution in time
of the magnetization vector [58] and introduce two time constants, T1 and T2, which
describe the characteristic rates of the two distinct relaxation processes:
d
~ (t) × B]
~ − Mx (t) x̂ − My (t) ŷ + M0 − Mz (t) ẑ
M (t) = γ[M
dt
T2
T2
T1

(1.4)

where T1 is called the longitudinal (or spin-lattice) relaxation time and T2 the transverse or (spin-spin) relaxation time. We can separate the component of the magneti-
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z, B0

b)

Mz
x

x

y

Mxy

Fig. 1.9: Excitation of the macroscopic magnetization. (a) The magnetization is
initially in an equilibrium position aligned with the external magnetic field represented
~ 0 (b) An RF pulse applied along x nutates
by the equilibrium magnetization vector M
~ 0 away from the z-axis and towards the x-y plane resulting in a magnetization
M
~ with transverse component Mxy .
vector M

z, B0

a)

z, B0

b)

M
Mz

x

Mz

M

Mxy

x

y

Mxy

y

~ in
Fig. 1.10: Relaxation of the macroscopic magnetization. (a) The component of M
the transverse plane, Mxy , is responsible for all recorded signal in a MRI experiment.
(b) The magnetization returns to its equilibrium condition M0 until another RF
excitation pulse.
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zation vector in each direction:
d
Mx
Mx (t) = γMy B0 −
dt
T2
My
d
My (t) = γMx B0 −
dt
T2
d
Mz − M0
Mz (t) = −
dt
T1

(1.5)
(1.6)
(1.7)

The solution to these differential equations is as follows:
−t

Mx (t) = [Mx (0) cos(ω0 t) − My (0) sin(ω0 t)] · e T2

(1.8)

−t

My (t) = [Mx (0) sin(ω0 t) + My (0) cos(ω0 t)] · e T2

(1.9)

−t

Mz (t) = M0 + [Mz (0) − M0 ] · e T1

(1.10)

By defining the total magnetization in the transverse plane as Mxy = Mx + iMy , a
formalism appropriate given the usual quadrature detection [59] of the EMF, and the
longitudinal magnetization as Mz , we obtain the relationships describing T1 recovery
and T2 decay, assuming all of the initial equilibrium macroscopic magnetization was
nutated into the transverse plane:
−t

Mxy (t) = M0 e T2 eiω0 t

(1.11)

−t

Mz (t) = M0 (1 − e T1 )

(1.12)

Demodulation of the EMF is typically performed before the data is recorded which
removes the Larmor frequency component from equation 1.11. This yields a recorded
signal intensity s(t) in the magnetization isochromat’s rotating frame of reference
dependent on T2:
s(t) ∝

−t

M0 e T2
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(1.13)

T2, the decay constant of this signal, is of primary interest in this thesis. Specifically,
its significance in the study of the properties brain tissue will be the focus of the
following chapters.

1.4.3

Imaging gradients

Obtaining an image of the sample requires additional manipulation of its magnetization. Three gradient coils, one for each orthogonal direction, are used to achieve this.
The details of how the signal localization is implemented are different in each imaging
direction. However, each approach makes use of the MRI system’s gradient coils to
induce phase and/or frequency shifts of the precessing magnetization with a known
spatial dependence to encode the positional information into the recorded signal.

In two-dimensional (2D) imaging, slice selection is achieved by using an excitation
RF pulse of known bandwidth in tandem with an applied gradient in the slice select
direction conventionally assigned to the z direction. Recalling the dependence of the
Larmor frequency on the externally applied field, the Larmor frequency now becomes
spatially dependent according to:

ω(z) = γ(B0 + Gss z)

(1.14)

where Gss is the applied slice selection gradient. Figure 1.11 depicts the relationship
between slice selection and RF pulse bandwidth. However, as explained by Fourier
theory, a truly rectangular slice profile is not possible as the Fourier relationship
between the time and frequency domains require an RF pulse of infinite length. Imperfect slice profiles can lead to mis-registered signal and cross-talk, effects which can
be mitigated through pulse sequence design.
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Fig. 1.11: The relationship between RF pulse bandwidth, slice selection gradient and
slice excitation of the sample
Within the in-slice imaging plane, the remaining two dimensions are assigned to a
phase encoding direction and a frequency readout direction. The k-space formalism
describes the frequency and phase encoded data and relates it to the final image with
the Fourier relationship:
Z Z
S(kx , ky ) =
x

M (x, y)eixkx eiyky dydx

(1.15)

y

where S(kx , ky ) is k-space data and M (x, y) is the magnetization of the sample in
image space. K-space is traversed using the following relation:
Z

t

kx = γ

Gx (t)dt

(1.16)

Gy (t)dt

(1.17)

0

Z

t

ky = γ
0

where Gx (t) and Gy (t) describe the gradient waveforms.

Frequency readout is conventionally assigned to the x-direction and is achieved by
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collecting an entire line of k-space data with the system’s digital receiver or analogto-digital converter (ADC) in the presence of the readout gradient Gro . Before signal
sampling begins, a gradient of opposing polarity and half the area is used along the
readout direction to purposely pre-wind the magnetization, corresponding to a displacement to the left-most edge of k-space. The readout gradient then rewinds the
magnetization during signal collection such that complete rephasing, called the gradient echo, occurs at the centre of the ADC acquisition window. This corresponds to
a traversal of k-space from the left-most edge to the right-most edge.

The sampling rate of the ADC is associated with receiver bandwidth (rBW )
during signal readout, usually expressed as the total receiver bandwidth (in Hz) or
as the frequency per imaging pixel (Hz/px). The receiver bandwidth influences the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the collected signal. A wider bandwidth will include
more noise as noise is uniformly distributed in frequency (equation 1.18). However,
a higher bandwidth also implies a faster gradient readout and faster imaging.

SN R ∝

√

1
rBW

(1.18)

Phase encoding is achieved by incrementally altering the ky position before each
readout with a brief y-gradient pulse, Gpe . A simple pulse sequence diagram is shown
in in figure 1.12 presenting slice selection, phase encoding and the readout gradients
used to collect a gradient echo. The brief phase encoding gradient pulses are represented by the phase encoding table, where traversal in the ky direction is achieved
by sequentially repeating this cycle for a predefined number of phase encoding steps,
separated by a repetition time (TR). All these elements constitute a simple, but
complete, gradient echo imaging experiment (figure 1.12). In this way, a complete
k-space dataset is obtained, from which the image data can be reconstructed via a
two-dimensional inverse Fourier transformation (figure 1.13).
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RF

Gss

Gpe

Gro

ADC

s(t)
TE

Fig. 1.12: A gradient echo pulse sequence diagram with all elements needed for a
complete imaging experiment. The RF pulse nutates the equilibrium magnetization
into the transverse plane, while Gss , Gpe and Gro are gradient waveforms achieving
slice selection, phase encoding and frequency readout respectively. These imaging
gradients are a source of signal loss and recovery, which are omitted for clarity in
this and subsequent pulse sequence diagrams. The signal is collected with the ADC,
effectively sampling the signal decay at time T E.
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2D FT

Fig. 1.13: K-space data (left) and the corresponding reconstructed brain image (right)
are linked by a two-dimensional Fourier transform.

1.4.4

Transverse relaxation in vivo

The net transverse magnetization is possible due to the phase coherence of the individual spins making up the macroscopic magnetization, following the excitation
by the B1 field. The progressive loss of this phase coherence is described by the
Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound (BPP) theory of relaxation [60] which formulates the
decay rate as follows and introduces the correlation time τc :


K
2τc
1
5τc
=
+
3τc +
T2
2
1 + ω02 τc2 1 + 4ω02 τc2

(1.19)

where K is a proportionality constant composed of nuclear parameters, the gyromagnetic ratio and the inter-nuclear distance of the spins. T2 depends on the resonant
frequency experienced by the spin, ω0 , and the correlation time, τc .

In complex biological systems, many factors interplay to affect the phase coherence of the transverse magnetization. The BPP theory generally proves inadequate to
predict the measured relaxation times of complex samples such as brain tissue. Nevertheless, the correlation time describes the time scale of molecular motion and affects
the relaxation rate by way of magnetic interactions between neighbouring protons,
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where greater mobility results in greater motional averaging of interacting field and
a longer relaxation time. In this way, T2 depends on the local cellular structure and
environment, rendering it very sensitive to changes in the neurobiology of brain tissue.

The presence of static sources of magnetic field perturbations will contribute to
additional transverse magnetization dephasing across an imaging volume element (or
voxel), resulting in an effective transverse relaxation time T2*:
1
1
1
+
=
∗
T2
T 2 T 20

(1.20)

Here, T20 is the reversible transverse relaxation time describing the additional phase
dispersion which can be recovered when the source of the disturbance is static. Such
sources include susceptibility induced inhomogeneities caused by tissue boundaries
and thus vary throughout the brain. As such, T2* shortening due to T20 effects has
important implications with respect to quantitative T2 measurements.

1.4.5

Quantitative T2

The spin echo is a basic approach to recover signal losses due to static sources of dephasing. A spin echo pulse sequence is similar to the gradient echo pulse sequence but
with an additional 180 degree RF pulse applied at time

TE
2

following the initial exci-

tation pulse, which effectively flips all magnetization about an axis in the transverse
plane to create the spin echo at time TE. The pulse sequence diagram of a basic spin
echo experiment and the time evolution of the recorded transverse magnetization are
shown in figure 1.14. TR is another important pulse sequence parameter. Since the
magnetization present in the transverse plane after an excitation pulse depends on
the longitudinal magnetization present immediately before the pulse, a suitably long
TR is used as a time delay to allow the longitudinal magnetization’s return to equilibrium and avoid the introduction of T1-weighting to the measurement. Repeated
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TE/2
90

180

RF

Gs

Gpe

Gro

ADC
e-t/T2

s(t)
e-t/T2*
Mxy(t)

e-t/T2*

y

x

TE
Fig. 1.14: Pulse sequence diagram of a spin echo experiment and the respective vector
representation of the time evolution of a voxel’s transverse magnetization (bottom).
A 90 degree excitation pulse nutates the magnetization in the transverse plane, which
begins dephasing until a 180 degree re-focussing pulse inverts the magnetization at
time T E/2. Once the magnetization is inverted, the effect of the static magnetic field
inhomogeneities is reversed which leads to the spin echo at time T E.
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measurements obtained over a range of TE values allow the calculation of T2 on a
voxel-by-voxel basis, or in regions-of-interest (ROIs).

1.4.6

Summary

The utility of T2 measurements in the human brain resides in the sensitivity of T2
to interactions of water with cell structures. T2 mapping affords an opportunity to
investigate the effect of psychiatric disorders on neurodevelopment and test hypotheses for a neurobiological basis. The work contained in the remainder of this thesis
first assesses T2 abnormalities in autism and TS syndrome and then pursues novel
methodology to obtain more specificity from transverse relaxation data.
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Chapter 2
Investigating T2 in autism and
Tourette Syndrome
2.1
2.1.1

T2 abnormalities of white matter in autism
Introduction

The tissue abnormalities underlying the reported increased brain volumes in autism
are unclear. Image-based T2 measurements provide an opportunity for the in vivo
investigation of tissue abnormalities. It was noted in chapter 1 that detection of
the MRI signal is enabled by the phase coherence of the intra-voxel transverse magnetization present after excitation and is subject to both reversible and irreversible
dephasing (T2 and T20 ). The combination of both dephasing regimes gives rise to an
effective relaxation time (T2*). T2 is influenced by tissue water and cellular structure. T20 , on the other hand, is more sensitive to static magnetic field inhomogeneities
and thus may provide a specific measure of brain iron stores [61, 62]. Studies have
reported T2 differences in other neuropsychiatric conditions, including multiple sclerosis (MS) [63], temporal lobe epilepsy [64], and schizophrenia [65]
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Despite the potential utility of T2 imaging in furthering our understanding of the
pathophysiology of autism, only three previous studies have reported on T2 measurements in autism. The first study investigating T2 in autism assessed the T2 values
of the amygdala and hippocampus using a single slice through these regions [66]. No
significant differences were found between patients with autism and controls. The
second study from our group and based on a sample overlapping with the data presented in this chapter [67], was the first to examine whole brain T2 in autism and
noted a significant increase in global white matter T2 (but not global grey matter T2)
among boys with autism. Additionally, regional differences were investigated using
voxel-based relaxometry and regions of increased T2 were found bilaterally in the
grey matter and white matter of the parietal and occipital lobes and in the frontal
white matter. A third study [68] found elevated T2 in the cortical grey matter of
young children with autism. However, differences in patient cohort selection criteria
and T2 quantification methodologies prevent us from making any direct comparisons
between this last study and earlier studies.

The aforementioned previous study from our group was the first to perform a whole
cerebrum assessment of T2 [67]. However, the nature of its voxel-based analysis calls
for a cautious interpretation since voxel-based assessments have been shown to sometimes yield different results than ROI-based analyses of the same datasets [69, 70].
The result of increased global white matter T2 motivated further assessment of T2
abnormalities within this patient sample, presented in this chapter. The concurrent
absence of total grey matter T2 differences alongside elevated total white matter T2
lends evidence for tissue abnormalities of white matter which generally corroborates
volumetric abnormalities reported in autism.

No previous study has assessed regional differences of T2 of the entire cerebrum
in autism using ROI analyses. To further investigate correspondence of T2 abnormal30

ities with volume abnormalities reported in the literature, two parcellation schemes
were devised. The first divides cerebral white matter into standard anatomical lobes:
frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital. The second invokes the scheme used by
Herbert et al, [71] where three neurodevelopmentally relevant white matter compartments are described. These are comprised of radiate, bridging and sagittal white
matter compartments. The objective of this study was to investigate the differential
contributions of white matter based on these two parcellation schemes.

Based upon previous findings of volumetric, DTI and MRS abnormalities in the
frontal lobes of children with autism [17, 72, 73], we hypothesized that the increase in
white matter T2 among patients with autism would be localized to the frontal lobes
in the lobar analysis. In the compartmental analysis, we hypothesized, based on the
findings of Herbert and colleagues [71], that the late-myelinating radiate white matter
would be the only compartment with increased T2.

2.1.2

Methods

2.1.2.1

Subjects

As the present study is a follow-up study to Hendry et al. [67], subject selection,
recruitment and imaging had already been conducted. However the relevant methodology is included here for completeness. All calculations and analyses following the
data acquisition were conducted independently of the previous study.

Twenty-seven males with autism between the ages of 6 years and 16 years participated in this study. The diagnosis of autistic disorder was made using the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) [72], the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS-R) [73] and clinical observation. All patients met the Diagnostic and Sta31

tistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) criteria for autism
[2] as well as ADI-R and ADOS algorithm criteria. Handedness was determined
through clinical observation and the report of the patients and their parents. Patients were also assessed using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 3rd Edition (WISC-III) or the Leiter International Performance Scale, depending upon their
verbal ability (i.e., subjects whose limited verbal abilities precluded the use of the
WISC-III were tested using the Leiter, a non-verbal test of intelligence). Patients
with a non-verbal IQ below 70 were excluded from participation. All patients had a
physical examination prior to participation in this study, and subjects with a seizure
disorder, other neurological condition, a cytogenetic abnormality, or genetic syndrome
(such as Fragile X syndrome) were also excluded from participation. At the time of
the scan, 10 patients were medication naive, while three others had discontinued their
previous medications at least a month prior to the scan. Among the remainder, three
were being treated with dopamine antagonists, four were taking stimulants, and two
were receiving serotonin re-uptake inhibitors. In order to complete their MRI scans,
15 patients required oral sedation with midazolam.

Twenty-five males between the ages of 6 years and 16 years, drawn from the local
community through advertisement and word of mouth, participated as control subjects in this study. They were assessed with the Schedule for Affective Disorders and
Schizophrenia-Childhood Version [74] in order to ensure that none had a major psychiatric disorder. Additionally, none had a personal history of neurological disorders
or a family history of autism or mental retardation. Controls were also assessed with
the WISC-III or the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, and a full-scale IQ
of less than 70 was exclusionary. No control subjects received medication in order to
complete their MRI scan.

The Health Sciences Research Ethics Board at The University of Western Ontario
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approved this study. The parents of all subjects provided written consent for participation in this study, while the subjects provided written assent.

2.1.2.2

MRI acquisition

All subject scans were obtained using a 3T head-only MRI scanner (IMRIS, Winnipeg,
Canada) with a quadrature birdcage head coil. A Gradient Echo Sampling of the
Free Induction Decay and Echo (GESFIDE) sequence [75] was used for the data
acquisition. This sequence is an extension of the spin echo technique presented in
chapter 1 with additional gradient echo sampling of the initial free induction decay
after the excitation of a 90 degree RF pulse and the recovery towards a spin echo
after a 180 degree refocussing pulse (see figure 2.1). The sequence parameters were:
repetition time = 2800 ms; matrix size = 192 x 256; field of view = 220 mm; slice
thickness = 4 mm2 with 1.5 mm gap; 22 slices; resolution = 1.15 mm x 0.86 mm x
4 mm; total scan time = 9 min. In this acquisition five gradient echo images with a
first echo time of 9 ms and an inter-echo spacing of 8.7 ms were acquired prior to the
refocusing pulse, while six gradient echo images separated by 8.78 ms followed, after
the spin echo. The spin echo was formed at an echo time of 102 ms.
2.1.2.3

Image reconstruction and registration

The image data acquired with the GESFIDE sequence lend themselves to calculations
using the relaxation rates rather than relaxation times. Thus, R2 maps were created,
where R2 = 1/T2 and R20 = 1/T20 . A voxel-by-voxel natural mono-exponential logarithmic fit of the signal decay versus echo time during the first five gradient echoes
measures R2*, where R2* = R2 + R20 . Similarly, a natural logarithmic fit of the
last six echoes gives R2− , where R2− = R2 - R20 . These values were then combined,
on a voxel-by-voxel basis, to calculate R2 and R20 . A power image noise correction
was used in the fitting algorithm to avoid non-linear contributions from zero-mean
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s(t)

Fig. 2.1: GESFIDE pulse sequence diagram. Gradient echoes sample the signal on
both side of the 180 degree RF pulse, before the spin echo, allowing the calculation
of T2, T2* and T20 .
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noise [76] and is described in detail in appendix I.

To allow for inter-subject comparisons, image registration was performed to normalize all R2 maps to a standard stereotactic space, which approximates Talairach
space. A T2-weighted template (ICBM-152, Montreal Neurological Institute) was
used in conjunction with each subject’s T2-weighted image (obtained from the last
echo of the GESFIDE acquisition) in the image registration routine offered in SPM2
(Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging; University College London, London, United
Kingdom). A 12-parameter affine transformation was first estimated within a Bayesian
framework to account for global differences such as rotation, translation and scaling [77]. This was followed by a non-linear global transformation that accounts for
low spatial frequency shape differences, modelled by a linear combination of smooth
spatial basis functions [78]. A set of parameters describing these transformation into
stereotactic space was then applied to the R2 map in order to register it to standard
space. A flowchart representing the steps involved in the image reconstruction and
registration is shown in figure 2.2.

2.1.2.4

Mean lobar T2 calculations

Masks for each ROI (frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital lobes) were created using the PickAtlas toolbox for Matlab (Wake Forest University) [79]. These masks are
three-dimensional binary volumes representing the location of each ROI in standard
space. White matter probability maps were constructed for each subject using the
routine offered in SPM2 and were converted to binary masks using a threshold value
of 0.90, as we had done in a previous study [67]. We then obtained mean R2 and
R20 measurements for each ROI by first multiplying the R2 maps with the binary,
subject-specific, white matter mask and then multiplying the result with the regionspecific ROI masks and taking the mean of the remaining non-zero voxels. Lobar
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GESFIDE data

ICBM-152 T2weighted template

T2 weighted
image

Normalized
T2-weighted image

T2 maps

Deformation
parameters
WM probability
map

Normalized T2
maps

Lobar masks in
standard space

Mean lobar T2

Fig. 2.2: Flowchart outlining the steps involved in the image reconstruction from the
GESFIDE data, the spatial normalization into standard space and the calculation of
the mean white matter (WM) T2 of each lobar ROI.
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ROIs and white matter probability maps in standard space are shown in figure 2.3.
T2 relaxation times used for statistical analyses were obtained by taking the reciprocals of the relaxation rate, 1/R2.

2.1.2.5

Mean compartmental T2 calculations

The study-specific white matter compartment map was created in two steps. Definitions of radiate, sagittal and bridging white matter vary somewhat in the literature
but were chosen to mirror those of Herbert et al. [71,80]. The ICBM-DTI-81 [81] was
used and white matter structures were assigned into their respective bridging, sagittal
and radiate compartments. The ICBM-DTI-81, however, does not include subcortical
white matter or any white matter above the corona radiata. To include this superficial white matter into the radiate white matter compartment, a mask of the cerebrum
including all lobes was generated using PickAtlas (Wake Forest University) [79] and
its complement relative to the sagittal and bridging white matter compartments was
added to the radiate compartment. Identically to the previous section, white matter probability masks for each subject were intersected with the compartmental ROI
masks to then calculate mean relaxation times (figure 2.4). Bridging, sagittal and
radiate ROIs are shown in figure 2.5.
2.1.2.6

Statistical analysis

Age, race, handedness, height, and IQ were compared using t-tests or chi-square analyses.

Separate analyses were conducted for statistical analysis of group differences with
each parcellation scheme, one for the regional assessment of mean T2 by lobe and a
second for the mean T2 by white matter compartment. In each case, group differences in regional white matter T2 were investigated in separate Repeated-Measures
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 2.3: a) T2-weighted images, b) R2 maps, c) white matter probability maps, d)
white matter mask, e) Lobar ROIs f) white matter mask intersected with lobar ROIs
overlaid onto T2-weighted image.
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GESFIDE data

ICBM-152 T2weighted template

T2 weighted
image

Normalized
T2-weighted image

T2 maps

Deformation
parameters
WM probability
map

Normalized T2
maps
Radiate WM
mask

Sagittal and
bridging WM masks

Mean lobar T2

Fig. 2.4: Flowchart outlining the steps involved in the image reconstruction from the
GESFIDE data, the spatial normalization into standard space and the calculation of
the mean white matter (WM) T2 of each white matter compartment.
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a)

c)

b)

Fig. 2.5: Coronal, sagittal and axial views of a) T1-weighted anatomical image, b)
white matter probability map c) compartmental ROIs before intersection with white
matter probability mask. Radiate white matter is in red, bridging in white and
sagittal in yellow.
Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVA). In each analyses, T2 was the dependent variable,
diagnosis (autism or control) was the between-subjects factor, and ROI and side (left
and right) were the within-subjects factors. Significant main effects of diagnosis or
higher order interactions involving diagnosis (p<0.05), were examined for each region
and side individually with exploratory post-hoc ANCOVAs to identify the region(s)
that contributed to the significant main effect or interaction. Although age did not
differ significantly between the groups, the age range in this study was wide. Given
the changes in T2 described in childhood [82], we covaried the statistical analysis of
T2 for age to reduce error variance and increase statistical power.

2.1.3

Results

Data from 6 patients with autism and 5 control subjects were excluded from analyses
due to excessive motion. Among the remaining subjects, there were no significant
differences between groups in terms of age, race, height, non-verbal IQ, or full-scale
IQ. Patients with autism did have a significantly lower verbal IQ (Table 2.1). Con-
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sistent with the results of other studies, there was a significantly greater proportion
of left-handed subjects in the patient group [83].

Age (yr)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Head circ. (cm)
Handedness (R/L)
Verbal IQ
Non-verbal IQ
Full scale IQ

Patients (n=21)
9.4
142.0
39.9
54.7
14/7
93.8
106.7
99.5

Controls (n=20)
10.8
148.7
39.1
54.8
20/0
104.8
103.0
104.4

Statistic
p
t = 1.6
0.1
t = 1.1
0.3
t = 0.2
0.9
t = 0.1
0.9
2
χ =9.1 0.003
t = 1.6 0.02
t = 1.6
0.4
t = 1.6
0.3

Table 2.1: Subject demographics

2.1.3.1

Lobar

Repeated measures ANCOVA of T2 data revealed a significant main effect of diagnosis (F(1,38)=5.9, p=0.02) and a significant group-by-side interaction (F(1,38)=4.4,
p=0.04). There were no other significant interactions involving diagnosis. Post-hoc
analyses revealed that patients had an overall increase in white matter T2 using age
as a covariate (F(1,38)=5.9, p=0.02; Cohen’s d=0.79). Patients also had a significant
increase in white matter T2 in the right hemisphere (F(1,38)=9.2, p=0.004) using age
as a covariate. Group differences in left hemisphere white matter T2 did not reach
significance.

As there were no significant diagnosis by region by side interactions, indicating
that there were no other significant asymmetries of T2, left and right hemisphere
data were pooled for further analyses. Post-hoc analysis revealed that patients had
a significant increase in frontal (F(1,38)=5.3, p=0.03; Cohen’s d=0.8) and parietal
white matter T2 (F(1,38)=5.8, p=0.02; Cohen’s d=0.9) (see Table 2.2). There were
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Lobe
Frontal
Occipital
Parietal
Temporal

Patients
left
65.0± 2.4
66.9± 2.6
67.1± 2.7
64.6± 2.8

(n= 21)
right
67.8± 2.2
68.2± 2.8
69.9± 3.0
65.6± 3.5

Controls
left
63.5± 2.5
65.4± 2.4
66.2± 2.5
63.4± 2.8

(n= 20)
ANCOVA
right
F
p
65.6± 2.4 5.3 0.03
66.9± 2.9 2.3 0.1
63.4± 2.8 5.8 0.02
62.9± 3.9 2.9 0.1

Table 2.2: T2 given in milliseconds; all continuous data presented as mean ± standard deviation. ANCOVA is for total lobar (i.e., combined right and left) measures;
df=(1,38) for all analyses.
no other significant group differences in lobar white matter T2 covaried for age.

2.1.3.2

Compartmental

Repeated measures ANCOVA revealed a significant main effect of diagnosis with no
significant interactions involving diagnosis. Post-hoc analyses revealed that patients
had an overall increase in white matter T2 of the bridging and radiate white matter
compartments, with age as a covariate. These results are presented in Table 2.3.

WM compartment
Radiate
Sagittal
Bridging

Autism
(n=21)
66.7± 2.0
66.0± 2.0
63.7± 2.5

Control ANCOVA
(n=20)
F
p
64.9± 2.3 5.3 0.03
64.8± 2.2 2.2 0.15
61.5± 2.6 5.9 0.02

Table 2.3: T2 given in milliseconds; all continuous data presented as mean ± standard deviation. ANCOVA is for total compartmental (i.e., combined right and left)
measures; df=(1,38) for all analyses.
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2.1.4

Discussion

2.1.4.1

Limitations

The results of this study need to be interpreted in light of some limitations. The
sample size is small and there may have been insufficient power to detect other effects, potentially of lesser magnitude, associated with regions for which the current
statistical tests were nonsignificant. The lack of female subjects prevents any conclusions that can be drawn as to the relevance of the results to females with autism.
At the same time, given the known gender differences in the prevalence and severity
of autism [84], and in brain development [85], the exclusion of females in this study
may have highlighted group differences between controls and patients by removing
gender-dependent variables affecting neurodevelopment. A number of patients in the
present study were taking psychotropic medication and/or required sedation with midazolam, which could potentially have influenced the results.

Although more robust T2 quantification techniques exist, the GESFIDE sequence
used in this study has several advantages, including the ability to measure both T2
and T20 , whole brain coverage in an acceptable scan time and insensitivity to RF
pulse imperfection [75]. However, possible limitations of this sequence include slice
profile differences between R2* (1/T2*) and R2 (1/T2) images, which could lead to
errors in the determination of T2 near sharp borders [86]. Further, comparisons to
other T2 studies are restricted by the varying T2 quantification methods used since
absolute T2 measurements are inherently dependent on the type of sequence and parameters used [87, 88].

Image registration and normalization present many advantages for the analysis
of data but the potential for image misregistration exists [89]. Further caution is
warranted by the use of an adult template as the target image for the spatial regis43

tration, though given that anatomical variations between adults and children brains
are small compared to the scale of the brain regions studied, the use of an adult
template is still feasible. Indeed, several authors have reported that the pattern of
results in studies using SPM are the same whether a study-specific pediatric template or a standard adult template is used [90]. Even when comparisons are made at
a smaller scale between groups of adults and children, statistical comparison between
groups in a common space has been shown to still be feasible [91]. Furthermore, the
robustness of our analysis benefits from the fact that we are comparing the average
voxel T2 values over a large volume instead of comparing individual voxel intensities
or deformation parameters on a voxel by voxel basis (e.g. voxel based morphometry).

Measurements of the intrinsic T2 times of water protons in brain tissue are sensitive to several factors, including water content, tissue iron stores [61, 62] and cerebral
blood flow [92]. The lack of group differences in T20 in the initial study [67], a more
specific index of iron content, suggests that the differences seen in T2 between patients
with autism and comparison subjects are not due to differences in iron content. T2
can be affected by blood flow or volume. However, as cerebral blood flow is greater
in grey matter than white matter, the lack of group differences in global grey matter
T2 or T20 , also in the initial study, suggests that differences in cerebral blood flow
would be insufficient to account for the group differences seen in the present study.
As the increased T2 in frontal and parietal white matter seen in patients with autism
is unlikely to be fully accounted for by differences in tissue iron content or blood
volume, it is most likely a result of pathophysiological abnormalities in the tissue
microstructure of white matter.

Multiple components can contribute to the signal measured in an imaging voxel.
In the case of T2 imaging, careful sampling of the MRI signal has revealed that T2
measurements in white matter are actually the contribution of three components.
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No attempt was made to detect multiple T2 components in the present study, as a
reliable separation using the GESFIDE sequence data would have been impossible,
especially given the limited number of gradient echoes acquired [93]. Nevertheless,
the GESFIDE acquisition with the gradient echo spacing used in this study would
have been short enough to be sensitive to all these components, including the shortest
component attributed to myelin water. This suggests the possibility that the group
differences seen here may be attributable to differences in myelin water. However,
the only way to definitively determine this is to use a sequence designed specifically
to assess myelin water [94]. Multi-exponential T2 decay in white matter is the focus
of the work presented in chapters 3 and 4.

2.1.4.2

Relevance to other imaging studies

White matter abnormalities in autism have also been reported using DTI, which is
sensitive to diffusion properties of brain tissue caused by changes in myelination, axonal number, diameter and orientation [95]. As the information obtained from DTI
metrics such as FA are suggested to be complementary to, but not necessarily correlated to, transverse relaxation time measurements [96], the findings of the present
study complements and extends previous DTI findings of white matter abnormalities
in autism [15].

From a functional perspective, fMRI studies have reported abnormal activation
in the parietal region for various tasks such as detection tasks [97] and working memory tasks [98]. Also associated with the parietal region, differences in visuo-spatial
tasks [99] are especially interesting since individuals with high functioning autism
tend to perform better on these than healthy controls. It has been suggested that
aberrant functional integration might underlie these processing abnormalities, which
is in keeping with the under-connectivity theory and our findings of abnormal T2 in
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parietal white matter [99].

The increased right-sided white matter T2 alongside increased T2 of the bridging
compartment, made up mostly of the corpus callosum, is consistent with findings of
abnormal brain lateralization in autism. Functional imaging studies have reported
abnormal activation patterns, especially in language tasks [100], presenting evidence
for atypical lateralization of brain functions. A thorough analysis of morphological
asymmetry in a group of children with high functioning autism has also reported
abnormalities in regions associated with language function, with abnormalities of the
frontal lobe being more severe [101].

Increased radiate white matter T2 was hypothesized based on the assumption of
further concordance with volumetric abnormalities [71]. White matter development
is dynamic through the early years and links may exist relating the true age of onset
and timing of abnormalities. Radiate white matter does not undergo myelination
until late in the first year of life with the frontal and prefrontal regions continuing
myelination later [102]. This puts forth further evidence linking our increased white
matter T2 to potential abnormalities of myelin or myelination.

The present results, in conjunction with evidence from other brain imaging modalities (structural MRI, DTI) suggest abnormalities in white matter in autism. Given
its importance in cortical-cortical communication, abnormalities of white matter suggest the potential for abnormal cortical connectivity. Abnormalities of cortical connectivity could lead to disruption of psychological or neurological functions that are
dependent on the coordination or integration of different brain regions. It has been
proposed that autism is due to aberrant neural connectivity which results in the
underdevelopment of the long-distance, integrative connections within and between
cortical systems and which results in deficits of complex information processing [30].
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Abnormalities of the white matter microstructure in autism as indicated by increased
white matter T2 seen in patients may represent a neurobiological basis for aberrant
cortical connectivity.

2.1.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of regional T2 abnormalities presented in this study suggest
pathophysiological differences of the white matter microstructure which may be localized to specific regions of the cerebrum and are relevant to the concept of aberrant
connectivity in autism. In the following chapters, future work will focus on methods
that may allow characterizing the T2 distribution to further specify the origin of T2
abnormalities in autism.

2.2

T2 abnormalities of the basal ganglia in Tourette
syndrome

2.2.1

Introduction

Neuroimaging studies of TS, as reviewed in chapter 1, have provided support for the
implication of the basal ganglia and thalamus in the pathophysiology of the disorder. To our knowledge, only one study to date has reported T2 measurements in TS.
Peterson and colleagues [103] reported increased T2 asymmetry of the insular cortex, frontal white matter, putamen and caudate nuclei in a group of 14 adults with
TS when compared to healthy controls by comparing differences between matching
regions in the right and left hemisphere. Differences of absolute T2 values between
groups were also found in the right and left amygdala and the red nucleus, but not
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in other CSTC components [103].

As such, no previous study has examined components of the CSTC in children
and adolescents with TS using T2 imaging. The objective of this study was to quantitatively evaluate T2 relaxation times of CSTC components in a group of children
and adolescents with TS. Based upon the results of structural and functional brain
imaging studies in TS, we hypothesized that we would find increased T2 and abnormal asymmetry in the caudate nucleus of the basal ganglia.

2.2.2

Methods

2.2.2.1

Subjects

Twenty-two males with TS between the ages of 6 years and 16 years participated in
this study. Patients were recruited through the Centre for Pediatric Neuroscience at
Children’s Hospital of Western Ontario and the TS program at the Child and Parent
Resource Institute. The diagnosis of TS was made according to DSM-IV-TR criteria
using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children
(K-SADS;) [74]. Ratings of tic severity were made on the day of the MRI scan using the Yale Global Tic Severity Scale (YGTSS) [104]. Secondary tic disorders (i.e.
those clearly caused by some other factor such as medication of neurological insult)
were exclusionary, as were any DSM-IV axis I disorders other than ADHD, OCD and
related conditions. A history of other neurological conditions, such as seizures, was
also exclusionary. Fifteen patients had comorbid ADHD while none had OCD. At
the time of the scan, six patients were medication naive and three others had been
medication-free for over a month. The remaining patients were being treated with
stimulants (n=3), dopamine antagonists (n=7), and clonidine (n=4). In order to
complete their MRI scans, 15 patients required oral sedation with midazolam (n=4)
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or chloral hydrate (n=11).

The group of control subjects overlapped with the control group of the autism
study. As such, twenty-three males between the ages of 6 years and 16 years, drawn
from the local community through advertisement and word of mouth, participated as
control subjects in this study. They were assessed with the K-SADS to ensure that
none had a major psychiatric disorder. Additionally, none had a personal history of
neurological disorders or a first-degree relative with ADHD, OCD, or a tic disorder.
Patients and controls were also assessed with the WISC-III or the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, and a full-scale IQ of less than 70 was exclusionary.

The Health Sciences Research Ethics Board at The University of Western Ontario
approved this study. The parents of all subjects provided written consent for participation in this study, while the subjects provided written assent.

2.2.2.2

MRI acquisition, image reconstruction and image registration

The MRI acquisition, reconstruction and normalization followed the previously presented methodology of section 2.1.2 exactly.

2.2.2.3

Mean T2 measurements

ROIs were components of direct and indirect CSTC pathways. We obtained a mean
T2 measurement for each ROI by multiplying the T2 maps with specific ROI masks.
Binary masks for each ROI (caudate, globus pallidus, substantia nigra, putamen,
thalamus, and subthalamic nucleus) were generated in standard space with the Pickatlas toolbox for Matlab (Wake Forest University) [79] and shown in figure 2.7. Each
subject’s T2 maps were then multiplied by the binary masks and mean T2 values
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calculated for each ROI.

2.2.2.4

Statistical analysis

Group differences in T2 were investigated using a Repeated-Measures ANCOVA.
In the analysis, T2 was the dependent variable, diagnosis (TS or control) was the
between-subjects factor, and region (caudate, globus pallidus, substantia nigra, putamen, thalamus, and subthalamic nucleus) and side (left and right) were the within
subjects factors. Significant main effects of diagnosis or higher order interactions involving diagnosis (p<0.05), were examined for each region and side individually with
ANCOVAs to identify the region(s) that contributed to the significant main effect
or interaction. Although age did not differ significantly between the groups, the age
range in this study was wide. Once more, given the changes in T2 described in childhood [82], we covaried the statistical analysis of T2 for age to reduce error variance
and increase statistical power.

2.2.3

Results

There were no significant differences between groups in terms of age, race, height,
non-verbal IQ, or full-scale IQ. Patients with TS did have a significantly lower verbal
IQ (table 2.4).

Repeated measures ANCOVA revealed a significant main effect of diagnosis. There
were no other significant interactions involving diagnosis. Post-hoc analyses revealed
that patients had an overall increase in caudate T2 (p<0.001) as well as an increase in
both left (p<0.001) and right (p=0.01) caudate T2. There were no other significant
differences to report. All results are presented in table 2.5.
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GESFIDE data

ICBM-152 T2weighted template

T2 weighted
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Mean T2

Fig. 2.6: Flowchart outlining the steps involved in the image reconstruction from the
GESFIDE data, the spatial normalization into standard space and the calculation of
the mean T2 of each ROI
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a)

c)

b)

Fig. 2.7: Three axial slices presenting, column-wise, in standard MNI space: a) T2weighted images, b) R2 maps, and c) ROIs. The caudate is in blue, the globus pallidus
in teal, the putamen in green, the substantia nigra in orange and the thalamus in red.

Age (yr)
Height (cm)
Head circ. (cm)
Handedness (R/L)
Full scale IQ

Patients
(n=22)
10.8
142.0
54.8
20/2
95.4

Controls
(n=23)
10.8
149.0
54.8
23/0
105.2

Statistic

p

t = 0.1
t = 0.3
t = 0.1
χ2 =2.2
t = 2.4

0.9
0.8
0.9
0.1
0.02

Table 2.4: Subject demographics
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Region

Patients
left
Caudate
73.5± 4.8
Globus Pallidus
56.4± 2.3
Putamen
63.8± 2.1
Substantia Nigra
65.5± 3.3
Subthalamic Nucleus 61.6± 2.2
Thalamus
67.1± 2.9

(n=22)
Controls(n=23)
ANCOVA
right
left
right
F
p
77.1± 5.9 70.3± 3.9 74.8± 6.5 12.0 0.001
56.6± 2.7 55.8± 3.6 55.4± 3.4 1.0
0.3
61.0± 2.5 63.1± 3.3 60.2± 3.3 0.6
0.4
66.3± 3.9 65.7± 3.2 66.4± 3.5 0.2
0.7
63.7± 2.3 61.4± 2.4 62.5± 2.8 0.6
0.4
68.2± 2.8 66.5± 3.0 67.2± 2.8 0.9
0.3

Table 2.5: T2 given in milliseconds; all continuous data presented as mean ± standard deviation. ANCOVA is for total ROI (i.e., combined right and left) measures;
df=(1,42) for all analyses.

2.2.4

Discussion

Transverse relaxation times were found to be higher in the caudate of patients with
TS when compared to healthy controls while no significant differences were detected
in other structures of the basal ganglia and the thalamus.

As previously noted, this is only the second study investigating T2 in patients
with TS and the first in a pediatric population. Comparisons between the two studies are severely limited by this difference in patient groups as well as significant
differences in methodology. Additionally, the majority of TS patients experience notable improvements in their tics as they reach adulthood, while the minority of TS
patients who continue to have tics in adulthood typically present with more severe
tics. Consequently, we would expect two groups at different stages of the disorder to
present different neurophysiological abnormalities. This has been found, for example,
in examinations of the caudate in TS, where one study found reductions in the putamen volume of adults with TS, but not in the putamen of children or adolescents [45].

Interpretations of the results of this study have the same limitations posed by our
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subject group and data analysis as the autism study. Further, typical of a population
of TS patients [105], many patients taking part in this study had comorbid ADHD.
A comparison of T2 of patients with only TS and patients with comorbid ADHD
showed no difference. However the sample size was small and the possibility that the
findings may not be attributed to the pathophysiology of TS alone, but rather reflects
T2 abnormalities of the caudate due to comorbid ADHD cannot be ruled out.

In addition to tissue fluid, T2 measurements in brain tissue are also sensitive to
cerebral blood flow and volume [92]. Brain perfusion abnormalities in TS have been
reported, notably hypo-perfusion of regions associated with fronto-striatal circuits,
including the left caudate [106]. A further study showed a decreased metabolism of
the left caudate which correlated with tic severity [107]. In contrast, increased blood
flow of the right caudate has been reported [46] in adults during a tic suppression
task. Although the possibility cannot be ignored, it is unclear if T2 changes caused
by different blood flow characteristics between subject groups would be sufficient to
account for the group differences in the caudate seen in the present study.

The T2 differences observed in this study may be accounted for by differences in
the brain tissue microstructure of the caudate nucleus. According to a compartment
model of T2 [108], increased water content, and/or increased compartment size within
the grey matter microstructure could account for our observations. Whether these
changes are causal or a consequence of some other underlying mechanism remains an
important unanswered question.

The present findings are consistent with brain imaging studies of TS using other
modalities which have reported abnormalities of the caudate. For example, a volumetric imaging study of a large cohort of both children and adult TS patients showed
reduced caudate volume across both groups while differences in other structures were
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dependent on comorbid disorders such as OCD and on the use of medication [45]. A
study of monozygotic twins with TS also found the caudate volume to be smaller in
those co-twins more severely affected by the disorder [48]. Further abnormalities of
the caudate in TS have been reported in PET, fMRI, and DTI studies [109, 110].

2.2.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of localized T2 abnormalities of the caudate nucleus within
the basal ganglia presented in this study provides further evidence suggesting pathophysiological differences of subcortical grey matter tissue relevant to the concept of
aberrant CSTC circuit function in TS. Future studies are needed to further examine
the role of medication, comorbid diagnoses and gender, as well as the possible relationship between volumetric and T2 abnormalities.

2.3

Summary

Transverse relaxation is the most fundamental contrast mechanism in MRI and quantitative assessments of T2, as presented in these studies, can provide further clues to
underlying brain abnormalities in psychiatric disorders. In children with autism and
TS, when compared with normal controls, the studies presented in this chapter uncovered increased T2 in regions relevant to prevailing hypothesis in each disorder using
automated and replicable analyses. Though our studies have found T2 to be very
sensitive to changes in neurobiology that may be related to differences in tissue microstructure, the lack of specificity renders interpretations difficult. We work towards
addressing this limitation within the context of white matter research in autism in
the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Multi-component T2 in white
matter and myelin mapping
3.1

Introduction

The interpretation of T2 abnormalities, such as those reported in chapter 2, remain
difficult despite the sensitivity of quantitative T2 measurements to small changes in
the neurobiology of brain tissue. This may, in part, have limited the application of
T2 mapping in the study of psychiatric disorders. However, for tissues such as white
matter, where water may be compartmentalized into distinct water environments,
careful sampling and analysis may lead to the detection of multi-exponential decay.
As such, multiple T2 components may be quantified, lending more specificity to the
measurements. This chapter begins by describing multi-component T2 (mcT2) research to date, with a summary of published methods in making these measurements
(including those which were published after the studies contained in this dissertation
were completed). The white matter T2 abnormalities in autism reported in chapter
2, combined with the conceptualization of autism as a distributed disorder, motivates
the assessment of the feasibility of two novel methods capable of obtaining wholebrain mcT2 data in a reasonably short scan time.
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3.2

Multi-component T2 in human white matter

3.2.1

Compartment model

The influence of the local cellular structure and environment on the phase coherence
of the total magnetization is heterogeneous across the span of the imaging voxel. A
useful simplification is to consider a compartment model, where the tissue microstructure is represented by distinct water pools. As seen in figure 3.1, we can immediately
relate this concept to the white matter microstructure, where different water environments are bounded by structures such as the myelin sheath and the axonal body.
Each pool may have a characteristic T2 time and is responsible for a fraction of the
total measurable signal.

a)

b)

Fig. 3.1: A compartment model representation of human white matter. The squares
are representative of water proton populations residing in distinct water environments,
namely intra-cellular (blue), extra-cellular (red) and between layers of the myelin
sheath (green). Water exchange is represented by the black arrows.
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3.2.2

Water exchange

Water exchange (or mixing) occurs between each of the water compartments, with
each water pool pair possibly described by a unique exchange time (figure 3.1b). This
corresponds to the unique dynamics driving water exchange in each water pool with
its neighbours, influenced by the permeability of any membranes separating them.
Two exchange regimes are typically considered, corresponding to slow exchange and
fast exchange, where the time scale is relative to the relaxation times of the T2 species
involved. In the case of slow exchange, we expect the magnetization to experience
the effects of a single water pool while undergoing relaxation. For the case of fast exchange, the influence of multiple water pools may bias mcT2 measurements or render
the distinction of individual components impossible [111]. Thus, the assumption of
slow water exchange is central to mcT2 methodologies.

3.2.3

T2 relaxation of brain tissue

Early experiments relevant to mcT2 in brain tissue were first conducted using ex vivo
samples of frog sciatic nerve [112], liquid solutions [113], wood [114], excised brain
tissue [115], crayfish [116], and guinea pigs [117]. Taken together, this early body of
work provided compelling evidence that the compartmentalization of water in brain
tissue would lead to multiple T2 components. Further, effective methodology for
separating these components was developed in the context of the feasible data acquisition (i.e. sampling and SNR) and the expected biological distribution of these
components [113].

The T2 distribution of the human brain was then investigated in vivo in studies [94, 118] which established the markedly different T2 distributions of grey and
white matter. Within the context of a compartment model as introduced in section
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3.2.1, grey matter exhibits an essentially mono-exponential T2 decay, as would be
described by a single water pool. In contrast, the presence of heavily myelinated axons in white matter results in distinct water compartments. These distinct peaks in
the distribution are attributable to the compartmentalization caused by the myelin
sheath surrounding myelinated axons (figure 3.2). The shortest component has a T2
in the range of 10 to 40 ms and is ascribable to water trapped within the layers of the
myelin sheath. The two longer components are assigned to intra and extra cellular
water, which may not always be distinctively resolved with peaks in the range of 70
to 100 ms. In voxels which contain signal from cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), a third

relative amplitude

component can be detected with a T2 greater than 1 s.

csf
intra/extra cellular

myelin
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Fig. 3.2: The multi-component T2 distribution of white matter
This early work in characterizing the T2 distribution of white matter in the human brain established the MRI sequence which has since become the gold standard
and is described in more details in section 3.3.2.1. Further, Whittall and colleagues
introduced the myelin water fraction (MWF), which describes the proportion of the
signal originating from myelin water to the total signal. Since then, the MWF has
become the principal metric of interest when assessing white matter with mcT2 tech59

niques. Histological studies, as well as studies investigating white matter lesions in
multiple sclerosis (MS) patients have shown that MWF is representative of myelin
content [119].

3.3

Current multi-component T2 and myelin water mapping strategies

This section reviews current mcT2 and MWF mapping strategies. While some techniques are able to characterize the T2 distribution, others are concerned mainly with
quantifying the MWF, sometimes using a priori assumptions. The imaging sequences
and the data analysis approaches used are described. The advantages and disadvantages are discussed with regards to their potential for imaging research. We omit
methods which produce myelin weighted images (e.g. [120]) which are analogous to
T2-weighted images in that, while being qualitatively descriptive, do not provide a
quantitative measurement of the MWF.

3.3.1

mcT2: an ill-posed mathematical problem

Decomposing a sum of exponentials into its original components is an ill-posed mathematical problem. That is, in the presence of noise, multiple solutions may exist. To
this end, much of the early work preceding the application of mcT2 in vivo aimed
to develop an approach which worked in the context of the SNR and sampling parameters of the MRI acquisition, as well as the realistic biological composition of
the sample. An adaptation of the non-negative least squares algorithm (NNLS) was
extended to include a regularization term to reflect the increased residual expected
when fitting a noisy signal [114]. The regularized NNLS (rNNLS) thus calculates the
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amplitudes of components responsible for a given signal in the presence of noise to
obtain a biologically appropriate solution [114].

The major advantage of the rNNLS algorithm is that it makes no assumption as
to the location or amplitude of components, other than assuming they are positive.
However, its main drawback is the requirement for high SNR data, usually requiring
multiple averages. With the expected T2 distributions of grey and white matter having already been rigorously described, fitting the data to a two or three component
model has been used to lower the SNR requirements. Further, some of the strategies
summarized in the following sections do not yield decay curves which lend themselves
to decomposition by rNNLS, requiring instead that the data be fit to an appropriate
model.

3.3.2

Spin echo based methods

At the root of all spin echo based approaches is the repeated refocussing of the transverse magnetization to sample the T2 decay, dubbed multi-echo spin echo (MESE).
A brief description of spin echo based mcT2 methods follows.

3.3.2.1

Optimized single slice MESE as the gold standard

The earliest reports on the T2 distribution of white matter [94, 114, 118] have established what has since become the gold standard against which emerging techniques
have been assessed. The approach consists of an optimized single slice implementation of MESE (MESEss ), where a series of 32 spin echoes spaced 8 to 10 ms apart
are used to sample the T2 decay (figure 3.3). mcT2 decay curve analysis is sensitive
to noise, therefore additional pulse sequence elements are used to mitigate sources of
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systematic noise. In particular, the application of a large number of refocussing pulses
can create stimulated echoes which arise from imperfect excitation and refocussing
pulses [87]. A gradient scheme is used to dephase, or spoil, unwanted magnetization
and prevent stimulated echoes. This implementation is limited to single slice imaging.

A rNNLS approach is typically used to decompose the T2 decay, from which the
MWF is calculated. Since this approach makes no assumption as to the number and
location of T2 components, its application has been useful in early descriptions of
mcT2 in healthy grey and white matter, in compromised white matter such as MS
lesions and in comparing the MWF to histological measures of myelin [121]. Though
the MWF has gained the most traction as a metric of interest, the geometric mean
T2 and its peak width are descriptive of intra/extra cellular water pools [119].

The use of NNLS or rNNLS requires high SNR data. When considering a well
defined T2 distribution, a two- or three-component model may be more appropriate
and result in better data fitting. It has been shown that the performance of a 3 pool
model was identical to analysis with NNLS with high SNR data, but that the 3 pool
model performed better as SNR decreased [122].

3.3.2.2

Linear combination of spin echoes

A common theme among spin echo based alternatives to MESEss is the reduction of
spin echoes used for data acquisition since they are, generally, responsible for all the
effects which impede rapid, whole brain MWF mapping. The first method presented
used the linear combination of spin echoes, by judiciously optimizing the SNR efficiency of fewer, non-equally spaced spin echoes [123].

To this end, filter theory, combined with a priori knowledge of the expected T2
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Fig. 3.3: MESEss pulse sequence diagram
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components, are used in this optimization. This concept was first implemented as a
computationally faster alternative to NNLS in the analysis of single slice MESE acquisitions [123] but was later extended to reduce the actual image acquisition time [124].
The method used by Vidarsson et al. [124] is based on the acquisition of 3 spin echoes
in a protocol which acquired 6 slices. Both phantom data and in vivo data were
presented, the latter including images from a patient with MS. Since the method is
predicated on the selective suppression of specific T2 components, variations in these
components could have an impact on the MWF calculated.

3.3.2.3

MESE with variable TR

We recall that within the k-space formalism introduced in chapter 1, MRI data is
frequency encoded, where the k-space data is linked to our final image by a two
dimensional Fourier transform. As such, an alternative strategy is to reduce the
repetition time during the acquisition of points in the periphery of k-space since their
contribution to the T2-weighting of the image is negligible [125], however spatial
resolution may suffer. In their paper, Laule et al., present a protocol which provides
a modest 20% reduction in scan time. The equivalence to the gold standard MESEss
is shown in phantoms and in healthy volunteers.
3.3.2.4

T2 prep

T2-prep is a technique [126] which effectively emulates traditional T2-weighted images
using magnetization preparation pulses. More commonly used in cardiac imaging, it
has been recently implemented in MWF mapping [127, 128]. A series of T2-weighted
images is obtained using this method, though only a single image is obtained per TR.
Accelerated imaging is used to obtain the entire k-space coverage within each TR
which means that points away from the centre of k-space are not truly T2-weighted.
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This approach has been adapted for multi-slice imaging with both linear and non
linear echo time spacing at 1.5T and 3T to establish a preferred protocol. This protocol was subsequently used in patients with MS [128], where correspondence was
established between white matter lesions and reduced MWF using a 16 slice (5 mm
thickness) 12-echo protocol. Limitations associated with spiral imaging, such as image blurring, as well as T1-weighting introduced by longitudinal recovery are effects
which need to be considered in this implementation.

3.3.2.5

MESE with stimulated echo correction

The occurrence and timing of stimulated echoes can be predicted given the timing of
the imaging sequence parameters used. Capitalizing on this knowledge, an approach
is presented which takes into account the effect of stimulated echoes on the T2 decay
in the fitting algorithm [129]. This allows the use, without modification, of spin echo
sequences typically available on most commercial MRI scanners.
3.3.2.6

MESE with 3D GRASE

This recent technique based on a 3D acquisition where additional phase encoding
is used instead of the slice selective excitation of a 2D acquisition, accelerates the
acquisition of k-space data using combined gradient and a spin echo (GRASE) [130].
The centre of k-space, responsible for the bulk of the image contrast after the Fourier
transform, is acquired at the spin echo while the periphery of k-space is T2*-weighted
and acquired with gradient echoes along the spin echo envelope. One concern noted
by the authors was the short TR of 1000 ms used to achieve the clinically feasible
scan time, which may have introduced T1-weighting in the quantification of T2 components.
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3.3.3

Gradient echo based methods

Recalling equation 1.20, the signal decay in the absence of RF refocussing pulses
which reverse the effects of static field inhomogeneities is described by the effective
relaxation rate, T2*. Based on this reasoning, we can expect T2* decay to also consist of multiple contribution from the same water pools. This leads us to consider
multi-component T2* (mcT2*) decay analysis based on the acquisition of T2* decay
curves obtained with only gradient echoes using a multi-echo gradient echo (MEGE)
sequence. By eliminating all refocussing pulses, mcT2* effectively eliminates the potential for stimulated echoes and affords greater sampling density by way of shorter
echo spacing. It is easily implemented as a multi-slice acquisition and significantly
reduces the RF energy absorbed in the subject being imaged, called the specific absorption rate (SAR).

The possibility of performing myelin mapping by sampling T2* decay was first
investigated ex-vivo using a post mortem human brain specimens from two healthy
individuals and another afflicted with MS [131]. MWF values calculated correspond
well with the literature and MS lesions where properly represented on MWF maps.
However, the greatest source of static field inhomogeneity, air/tissue interfaces, were
not present in these fixed brain specimens as they were scanned in water filled containers.

The feasibility of mcT2* decay in vivo is investigated in section 3.4. Our results
remained unpublished, as they led us to conclude that this approach was not amenable
to whole-brain myelin quantification. This conclusion is in contrast to that of Hwang
et al. [132] who followed up on their initial post mortem study [131] by presenting
in vivo mcT2* data and calculated MWF maps. Their methods and findings will be
compared to ours in more detail in section 3.4.4.
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3.3.4

Steady state based methods

A final unique approach to quantify the myelin water fraction is based on a shortTR steady state acquisition, where the magnetization is not allowed to return to
equilibrium before the next excitation pulse. This technique is based on the combination of two previous techniques, driven equilibrium single pulse observation of T1
(DESPOT1) and T2 (DESPOT2) extended to the multi-component case (mcDESPOT).
[133–138]. This strategy is based on a two-pool model where T1 and exchange times
must be included. By obtaining a large set of T1-weighted and T1/T2-weighted images over a range of flip angles, enough data is obtained to estimate the model’s
parameters.

The ability to reliably estimate parameter values based on a mcDESPOT acquisition has come under question given the sensitivity of the model to certain estimated
values [139] as well as the precision actually attainable [140]. Further, though the
acquisition provides complete brain coverage at great resolution, the MWF values
obtained fall well outside the range typically reported in the literature [96].

3.4
3.4.1

mcT2* in vivo: feasibility study
Introduction

Measuring the MWF by analyzing the T2* decay was first attempted using a fixed
brain specimen submerged in water [131]. Since the air/tissue interfaces found in-vivo
are not represented in such an experiment, the effects of one of the major contributor
of signal dephasing due to static field inhomogeneities (T20 ) could not be assessed.
Field inhomogeneity effects, which would normally be reversed by the inversion pulse
of a spin echo sequence, can be thought of as T2* shortening effects, causing faster
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decay of the signal and affecting its viability for sampling and decomposition into
multiple components. This is especially the case for imaging at 3T, the field strength
of our lab’s current and future research protocols and becoming increasingly commonplace among other research centres.

The objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility of a multi-echo gradient echo acquisition to sample the T2* decay and the viability of the signal near
air/tissue interfaces causing significant T2* shortening. We hypothesized that mcT2*
would be be analogous to mcT2 in terms of multi-exponential behaviour in grey and
white matter, but that the signal would be greatly compromised in regions of severe
field inhomogeneities such as those near the prefrontal sinuses.

3.4.2

Methods

3.4.2.1

Study subject and MRI acquisition

A single healthy male volunteer (age 26) underwent magnetic resonance imaging using a Siemens Verio 3T MRI scanner. The commercially available MESE and MEGE
(figure 3.4) sequences were used to obtain sets T2 and T2* weighted images, respectively. Each image set were acquired in separate acquisition of the same slice after a
localizer scan and shimming. Slice location was chosen to include the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum as well as prefrontal white matter just above the frontal
sinuses. Each acquisition used 32 echoes, the limit imposed by the sequence software.
The time of the first echo and the inter-echo spacing were set to the minimum values
achievable. These and other relevant scan parameters for each acquisition are tabulated in table 3.1.

This feasibility study was conducted under a general MRI sequence and protocol
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Fig. 3.4: MEGE pulse sequence diagram .
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development ethics approval provided by The Health Sciences Research Ethics Board
at the University of Western Ontario. The participant provided written consent.

field of view (mm)
matrix size (px)
slice thickness (mm)
TR(ms)
TE1 (ms)
∆ TE (ms)
acquisition time (min:sec)
number of echoes
bandwidth (Hz/px)

MESE
240
128x128
3.0
2200
10
10
4:40
32
765

MEGE
240
128x128
3.0
1500
2.34
1.52
3:11
32
765

Table 3.1: MESE and MEGE acquisition parameters

3.4.2.2

Data analysis

Images, in DICOM format, were reconstructed online by the scanner software. All
subsequent analyses were performed off-line in Matlab using in-house code purposely
written for this study. Images were filtered using an anisotropic diffusion filter (ADF)
with 5 iterations as described by Jones et al. [141] to increase the SNR of the images
and improve the data fitting.

As an exploratory evaluation of regional T20 within the acquired slice, a T2 map
was calculated from the spin echo data, a T2* map was calculated from the gradient
echo data, and T20 was calculated from the resulting T2 and T2* maps.

NNLS was implemented in Matlab as described in other studies [94, 118], but
without using a regularization term. This is in keeping with the exploratory nature
of this study and because the effects of regularizing the distribution obtained from the
T2* decay is unknown. An array of 120 logarithmically spaced bins in the range of
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15 ms to 2 seconds for T2 and 10 ms to 2 seconds for T2* were used to fit the T2 and
T2* distributions. For spin echo data, T2 components with T2 times less than 40 ms
were assigned to the short component of myelin water in the MWF calculation [119].
For the gradient echo data, a histogram was constructed to pick the upper bound the
myelin water T2, which was then used for calculation for the MWF.

A bi-exponential model, representing a two-pool model, was also used to fit the
data and evaluate the MWF. This model assumes no contamination from long T2
species (e.g. CSF) within the voxel and intra and extra cellular water components
are inseparable. Expanding on the form of equation 1.13, the bi-exponential model
takes the form:
−t

−t

s(t) = Amy e T 2my + Aie e T 2ie + Abl

(3.1)

where Amy and T 2my are the amplitude and T2 time of the myelin water component
and Aie and T 2ie are the amplitude and T2 time of the intra- and extra-cellular water
component. Abl represents the baseline of the noise floor. The bi-exponential model
was also applied to the T2* data, where the T2 components in equation 3.1 are replaced by their respective T2* analogue.

3.4.3

Results

The location of the axial slice is shown in figure 3.5. The frontal sinuses, typically a
significant source of static field inhomogeneity are clearly seen in the sagittal view.

The two series of 32 images acquired with the spin-echo and gradient echo sequences can be seen in figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. Signal drop-off due to T2*
shortening is highlighted in figure 3.7.
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Fig. 3.5: Axial slice location superimposed on the sagittal and coronal localizer images. The frontal sinuses, a significant source of static field inhomogeneity, are highlighted by the yellow arrow.
An estimate of T20 is obtained by calculating T2 and T2* maps with a voxel-wise
logarithmic fit to the spin echo and gradient echo data (figure 3.8). Though this
calculation neglects the multi-exponential nature of the T2 and T2* decay, the calculated T20 maps is indicative of the magnitude of the static field inhomogeneities that
will negatively impact the T2* decay.

T2 and T2* decay data were analyzed with NNLS. A T2* histogram was generated
and inspected to set the upper bound for the MWF calculation at 30 ms (figure 3.10).
MWF maps, as calculated from NNLS and the bi-exponential model, are shown for
T2 (figure 3.9) and T2* (figure 3.11). Spurious MWF values were set to zero in the
MWF maps for clarity.

3.4.4

Discussion

The multi-exponential behaviour of T2* decay of the brain in vivo was investigated
at 3T in a single healthy adult volunteer. As expected, T2* decay displayed a multi72

Fig. 3.6: The series of T2-weighted images obtained from the spin-echo acquisition.
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Fig. 3.7: The series of T2*-weighted images obtained from the gradient-echo acquisition. Regions of rapid signal loss near the frontal sinuses are highlighted by the
yellow arrows.
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Fig. 3.8: From left: filtered T2-weighted image (TE=100ms), T2 map, T2* map and
T20 map. T2 and T2* maps are calculated via a logarithmic fit to the spin echo and
gradient echo data, respectively. The T20 is calculated from the T2 and T2* maps
via equation 1.20.
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Fig. 3.9: Spin echo MWF map calculated from the T2 decay with NNLS (left) and
bi-exponential model (right). Spurious MWF values set to zero for clarity.
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Fig. 3.10: Histogram of T2* components as detected with NNLS.
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Fig. 3.11: Gradient echo MWF map calculated from the T2* decay with NNLS (left)
and the bi-exponential model (right). Spurious MWF values set to zero for clarity.
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exponential behaviour in white matter analogous to the previously reported mcT2
decay. A short component was detected, predominately in white matter, with no
a priori assumption using NNLS. Calculations of the MWF using a bi-exponential
model showed remarkable correspondence to those calculated using NNLS.

The feasibility of quantifying the MWF at 3T is of particular importance to our
research group as current and future protocols are expected to be implemented at this
field strength. The bulk of the data presented within the context of mcT2 methodology to date have been acquired at 1.5T. A higher field strength affords higher SNR,
but imaging artefacts may vary with field strength. In particular, the severity of magnetic susceptibility effects at air/tissue interfaces increases with field strength [142].

The experimental approach of this feasibility study was kept simple and straightforward to avoid clouding the effects under investigation. In particular, all imaging
was limited to a single slice acquisition. This was to prevent any additional effects from inter-leaved slicing, particularly from the spin-echo sequence. Further, the
data were analyzed with NNLS instead of rNNLS since the effects of regularizing
the T2* distribution are unknown, especially in the presence of significant field inhomogeneities. At any rate, rNNLS, though certainly offering more robust MWF
quantification suitable for population studies, did not lend any additional benefits to
the purposes of this feasibility study.

The spin echo acquisition presented here was based on a commercially available
clinical sequence and did not feature the advanced spoiling scheme of the MESEss
sequence. As such, signal decay often suffered from echo to echo oscillations. The
stimulated echo correction described in section 3.3.2.5 had not yet been published at
the time this study was completed. Retrospectively re-analyzing the data would be
of no further benefit, since the analysis would no longer share a correspondence to
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the mcT2* analysis.

NNLS was used to decompose the T2 and T2* decay into a distribution of components, from which the MWF was calculated. NNLS, and its regularized version
rNNLS, are often touted as robust methods of calculating the T2 distribution which
make no a priori assumptions. However, in practice, the T2 distribution must be
discretized (or ‘binned’) to allow computation, where the time needed for computation increases with the number of T2 bins. The range, number and spacing of these
bins ultimately can affect the calculated MWF. Typically, logarithmic spacing is employed, as in this study, which provides more bins for the shorter components and
fewer bins for the longer T2 components. While computationally convenient, logarithmic binning results in non-uniform spectral resolution of T2 components, which
may distort MWF measurements. The range also needs to be considered. The end
point of the long T2 component is usually of little concern, especially with logarithmic
binning, but the value of the shortest T2 bin may have a large impact on the MWF
calculation. Typically, this value is set at 10 ms even though shorter T2 species would
still have a contribution (though small) to the total signal measured. Lowering the
value of the first T2 bin much beyond 10 ms results in a ‘garbage bin’ effect, which
colloquially describes the assignment of noise to these short T2 values.

The upper bound chosen for the mcT2-based MWF calculation has been well established in previous studies, which is not the case for mcT2*. A histogram of the
NNLS decomposition of all brain tissue voxels let us establish the upper bound for
calculating the MWF based on mcT2*. However, in regions of short T20 , we expect
the MWF upper bound to be further reduced which is why the calculation of MWF
near regions of short T20 result in spurious values.

In fact, we can consider the T2* shortening of two components individually: the
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short T2 component with T 2my = 25 ms and a longer T2 component with a T 2ie =
80 ms, attributed to myelin and intra/extra cellular water respectively. The effective relaxation rate, T2*, is the result of additional phase dispersion due to a local
magnetic field inhomogeneity. This phase dispersion can therefore be described by
the same T20 value for both components. Thus, the estimate of T20 as obtained in
figure 3.8 can serve to calculate the effective relaxation rate of each component, that
is T 2∗my and T 2∗ie . With T20 value in the range of 25 ms, as measured in the frontal
lobes, T 2∗my and T 2∗ie would be shortened to 12 ms and 19 ms respectively.

Effectively, T2* shortening in regions of severe field inhomogeneity renders the two
components undistinguishable. This is clearly seen in the frontal area of the MWF
maps calculated from the T2* data (figure 3.11). The calculation of the MWF via
both NNLS and the bi-exponential model results in spurious values in these areas since
both components, even if separable, fall within the T2 range assigned to myelin water.

Shortly following this feasibility study, the first report of a similar implementation
was published by the same research group who initially proposed mcT2* by reporting
on its application ex vivo [132]. Corrections were implemented to try and restore the
signal loss due to field inhomogeneities, but only in the slice select direction. This
field gradient correction was not sufficient in all brain regions, such as near the frontal
sinuses. Whether this correction was applicable when considering multi-exponential
decay was not described explicitly.

In this study, a two-component model, which presumes bi-exponential decay, was
used alongside NNLS to calculate the MWF. The MWF maps obtained from both
approaches show remarkable correspondence for both mcT2 and mcT2* analyses. A
previously reported comparison of NNLS and a three-component model [122] presented similar findings and noted the relative better performance of the finite pool
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model at lower SNR. The additional pool in the three-component model arises from
the separation of the intra/extra cellular water pool used in the two-component model
into an axonal water pool and a ‘mixed’ water pool representing all other measurable
T2 species. However, the conditions under which this differentiation is possible are
unknown and the bulk of published mcT2 studies do not report achieving it. In fact,
some evidence from MS research may indicate that additional ‘middle’ components
may not be detected unless the white matter structure is severely compromised, such
as the white matter lesions encountered in MS [96]. As such a two-component model,
as used here, appears suitable to calculate the MWF in normal appearing white matter, though caution is warranted due to partial volume effects from other T2 species
such as CSF not included in the model.

3.4.5

Conclusion

The ability to measure the MWF at 3T by analyzing the T2* decay obtained from
gradient echo imaging is predicated on the ability to separate the components despite
the lower SNR afforded by gradient echo imaging and the T2* shortening in regions
affected by field inhomogeneities. However, the short T20 near severe sources of field
inhomogeneity, such as the frontal sinuses, renders this impossible. As such, mcT2*
should not be considered suitable as a feasible technique for whole brain MWF quantification.
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3.5

Feasibility of MWF quantification using gradient echo sampling of spin echoes

3.5.1

Introduction

The characterization of the T2* decay established in the mcT2* feasibility study of
section 3.4 inspired a novel acquisition strategy for the quantification of the MWF,
which we introduce in this section, followed by simulations to establish its feasibility with realistic temporal SNR profiles. The approach is named multi-component
gradient echo sampling of spin echoes (mcGESSE). Effectively, this method is a hybrid approach, incorporating both spin echo and gradient echo based approaches by
combining the sampling density possible with gradient echoes with the greater signal
viability made possible with spin echoes. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the theoretical ability of this method to calculate the MWF in a two-component
model using simulated data and realistic (i.e. T20 dependent) temporal SNR profiles.

3.5.2

Theory

The approach is an extension of the work presented by Yablonskiy and Haacke [86] to
a bi-exponential model. Beginning from equation 3.1 with the addition of a function
f (t) representing the additional dephasing due to static field inhomogeneities:
−t

−t

s(t) = (Amy e T 2my + Aie e T 2ie )f (t)

(3.2)

We consider an ideal noiseless signal at this point, thus the absence of Abl , the baseline
contribution to the signal representing the noise floor. The function f(t) represents
the static field inhomogeneity effects characterized by the reversible transverse relax-
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ation time T20 . In many instances, this function is also suitably represented as an
exponential decay, as it was in analyses presented in chapter 2 using the GESFIDE
technique. However, this is not always the case, so we let f (t) take on any functional
form.

If we introduce a refocussing pulse that will create a spin echo at time TE, the
symmetric nature of the rephasing caused by the spin echo is reflected by f(t) such
that:
s(T E/2 < t < T E) = (Amy e−t/T 2my + Aie e−t/T 2ie )f (t − T E)

(3.3)

s(t > T E) = (Amy e−t/T 2my + Aie e−t/T 2ie )f (T E − t)

(3.4)

where f (t − T E) = f (T E − t).

We can define a new quantity, sratio , based on the signal ratio taken at the same
time interval n∆t before and after the spin echo (figure 3.12):

sratio =
=

s(T E − n∆t)
s(T E + n∆t)
Amy e
Amy e

n∆t−T E
T 2my

−n∆t−T E
T 2my

(3.5)
+ Aie e
+ Aie e

n∆t−T E
T 2ie
−n∆t−T E
T 2ie

(3.6)

For a normalized signal, Amy + Aie = 1 such that Amy , T 2my , and T 2ie in equation
3.6 are the only three unknown quantities;

sratio =

Amy e
Amy e

n∆t−T E
T 2my

−n∆t−T E
T 2my

+ (1 − Amy )e
+ (1 − Amy )e

n∆t−T E
T 2ie
−n∆t−T E
T 2ie

(3.7)

The quantities T E, n and ∆t are all determined by the acquisition parameters of
the sequence.
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The quantity sratio becomes our new objective function for curve fitting instead of
the T2 decay (figure 3.13) and takes full advantage of the refocussing nature of the
180 degree RF pulse used to create the spin echo. More specifically, it is shown that
since T20 is symmetric in time, by taking the ratio of the signal at equal time intervals before and after the spin echo, the contribution of T20 to this ratio is nullified,
no matter its functional form. The absence of any terms involving T20 in the signal
ratio affords a simple model. In practice, the effect of T20 underlying the original
signal is still influenced by the T2* dependent SNR of the acquisition. An additional
consequence of this sampling strategy is the lack of any terms involving the baseline,
such that sampling to the noise floor becomes irrelevant.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the theoretical ability of this proposed
acquisition scheme to calculate the MWF in a two-component model using simulated
data and realistic temporal (SNR) profiles.

3.5.3

Methods

Two sets of parameters are prescribed for this simulation study: those describing the
two-component model and those describing the data acquisition using the mcGESSE
sequence.
3.5.3.1

Simulated model parameters

The simulation of noisy data representing a native bi-exponential decay signal, subject
to noise and T20 , is represented by the following parameters:
1. Amy , the MWF as a fractional number from 0 to 1.
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Fig. 3.12: Symmetric gradient echo sampling of the spin echo
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Fig. 3.13: sratio as an objective function compared to the T2 decay, for a spin echo
time of 50 ms.
2. T 2my and T 2ie , the T2 times of the myelin water and the intra/extra cellular
water peaks
3. T 2∗my and T 2∗ie , the effective relaxation times in the presence of field in homogeneities described by T20
As described by equation 3.7, Amy represents the MWF and is inherently normalized. Literature values for the MWF range from 0 to about 20%. The T2 times
representing the peaks of the myelin and intra/extra cellular water have been reported
to be ≈

20 ms and ≈

80 ms respectively using MESEss [94,118] though many studies

using alternative MWF mapping strategies do not report on these values explicitly.
As seen in figure 3.8, T20 values throughout the cerebrum vary widely and are seen to
be markedly lower near sources of field inhomogeneities. In white matter, T20 ranges
from 30 ms in prefrontal regions, as seen in figure 3.8 to 150 ms in regions of mild
static dephasing.
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3.5.3.2

Simulated mcGESSE acquisition parameters

Based on the symmetric sampling of a spin echo, several acquisition parameters can be
adjusted for the data collection. The mcGESSE pulse sequence acquisition parameters
relevant to the simulations are:
1. Number of spin echoes used
2. Spin echo times, T E1 , T E2 ... etc
3. Number of gradient echo pairs used, n
4. Gradient echo interval, ∆t
The selection of these acquisition parameters were based on preliminary simulations and expected pulse sequence limits. Preliminary simulations showed that there
was little benefit to more than two spin echo times. This is due to the weighted
least squares approach, since data from later spin echoes have a lower SNR and carry
a smaller weight towards the least squares minimization. Two spin echo times chosen to cover the expected span of T 2my and T 2ie with T E1 = 20 ms and T E2 = 60 ms.

Gradient echo spacing and number are mediated by the receiver bandwidth used
in the acquisition, which will also affect the effective SNR of the acquired data (equation 1.18). In practice, timing parameters are primarily constrained by the limits
imposed by the first spin echo time T E1 . Therefore, the gradient echo spacing values
chosen were those possible at the T E1 = 20 ms.

3.5.3.3

SNR

The SNR of the acquired data is both spatially and temporally dependent. The
spatial dependence arises from the sensitivity profile of the receiving coil as well as
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the brain anatomy. The temporal dependence is principally due to the T2* decay
of the sample, which is of course a result of the intrinsic T2 of the tissue and the
T20 value associated with local sources of inhomogeneity. In addition to this spatial
and temporal profile is the underlying background noise of the system hardware. Of
particular relevance to mcGESSE is the receiver bandwidth, which, as mentioned in
chapter 1 (equation 1.18), has a direct impact on SNR. A higher bandwidth will allow a shorter frequency readout time and smaller gradient echo spacing resulting in
a greater number of data points at a lower SNR.

3.5.3.4

Iteratively re-weighted robust least squares

With sratio as an objective function, the curve being fit consists of the ratio of gradient echoes at times n∆t before and after each spin echo (equation 3.7). The sratio
curves of each spin echo are concatenated together before solving for Amy , T 2my and
T 2ie in the least squares sense. These model parameter values are bound. The MWF
is bound between 10 and 40%, T 2my between 0 and 40 ms and T 2ie between 40 and
120 ms.

The iteratively re-weighted robust least squares (IRRLS) curve fitting routine is
described in more detail in appendix II and is outlined by the following steps:
1. An initial weighting of each data point was established based on temporal SNR
2. A preliminary least squares fit was performed using Matlab’s trust-region-reflective
algorithm, based on the interior-reflective Newton method.
3. To further decrease the sensitivity to noisy data points, the least squares fit
was iteratively re-weighted and recalculated based on adjusted residuals until
convergence.
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3.5.3.5

Simulations

Simulations were conducted by generating sets of noisy data and fitting them to the
model using IRRLS. The ability to investigate the MWF near sources of major magnetic susceptibility was investigated by establishing a worst case scenario with T20 =
30 ms, a value obtained from the 3T dataset of the previous mcT2* study.

The following parameter values were varied in the simulations:
1. T2 and T2*, based on the case of no static dephasing, mild static dephasing
and severe static dephasing
2. MWF values of 0, 8 and 16%, based on the range reported in the literature.
3. SNR, based on expected values at 3T, from a previous dataset
4. Number and spacing of gradient echoes, based on the timing achievable on our
lab’s MRI scanner.
The parameters were varied with these four goals in mind:
1. Investigate the effect of SNR on the performance of the data fitting
2. Investigate the trade-off between the number of gradient echoes acquired and
the SNR decrease due to the higher bandwidth that would be required
3. Investigate the estimates of the MWF obtained across a range of MWF values
4. Compare the performance of the data fitting between regions of zero static
dephasing to those with mild or severe static dephasing
The generation of noisy datasets and curve fitting were implemented in Matlab
(Mathworks, Wisconsin) on a personal computer equipped with an intel i5 processor
and 4 gigabytes of RAM. 10 000 iterations were performed for each simulation for
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MWF values of 0, 8 and 16%.

3.5.4

Results

3.5.4.1

Inspection of previous 3T gradient echo image

Inspection of the first image of the gradient echo dataset obtained in the mcT2* study
(TE=2.34ms), acquired with a receiver bandwidth of 765Hz/pixel, yielded an SNR
range of 165 to 335 in white matter. T20 values, calculated from the combined T2
and T2* maps (figure 3.8), were seen to range from 30 ms to >200 ms. As such, three
values were used for the simulations corresponded to severe (T20 = 30 ms), mild (T20
= 150 ms) and zero (T20 = ∞

3.5.4.2

ms) static dephasing.

Starting estimates

In the presence of noise, the starting estimates for the IRRLS may cause a significant
bias of the estimated parameters. Four sets of starting estimates (listed in table 3.2)
were assessed to determine a suitable set for all following simulations. The fourth
set, though having the largest bias at a MWF of zero, provided the most accurate
estimates at MWF values of 8 and 16%.

3.5.4.3

Sampling density and receiver bandwidth

Three simulations were devised to investigate the effect of sampling density and receiver bandwidth on MWF estimates. Parameters were chosen based on constraints
expected to be imposed by the timing possible at a first spin echo time of T E1 = 20
ms, whereas the effect of receiver bandwidth is simulated by adjusting the SNR of
the simulation, according to equation 1.18. All the simulations parameters are listed
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Simulation 1
A0,M W F
0
T 20,my
22
T 20,ie
77
SNR
250
∆ t (ms)
1.5
n1
4
n2
14
TE1 (ms)
20
TE2 (ms)
60
0
T2
150

Simulation 2
0
11
120
250
1.5
4
14
20
60
150

Simulation 3
0.10
22
77
250
1.5
4
14
20
60
150

Simulation 4
0.10
11
120
250
1.5
4
14
20
60
150

Table 3.2: Simulation parameters used to assess starting estimates
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Fig. 3.14: Results of simulations with various starting points.
in table 3.3.

Each simulation yielded very similar results (figure 3.15), with nearly identical
standard deviations. A lower number of sampling points yielded a greater overesti90

mate of the MWF at higher values of 8 and 16%.

Simulation 1
bandwidth (Hz/px)
382
SNR
350
∆ t (ms)
3
n1
2
n2
8
TE1 (ms)
20
TE2 (ms)
60
T20
150

Simulation 2
765
250
1.5
4
14
20
60
150

Simulation 3
1148
200
1
6
20
20
60
150

Calculated MWF

Table 3.3: Sampling density/receiver bandwidth simulation parameters
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Fig. 3.15: Results of simulations with various sampling and bandwidths.
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3.5.4.4

SNR

The following simulations assessed the performance of IRRLS at SNR values of 165,
250 and 335 (table 3.4). As seen in figure 3.16, greater SNR resulted in decreased
overestimate of the MWF for the case of MWF = 0%. At MWF values of 8 and
16%, there was no appreciable difference in the estimates, but the resulting standard
deviations decreased appreciably, as would be expected.

Simulation 1
SNR
165
TE1 (ms)
20
TE2 (ms)
60
∆ t (ms)
1.5
n1
4
n2
14
T20
150

Simulation 2
250
20
60
1.5
4
14
150

Simulation 3
335
20
60
1.5
4
14
150

Table 3.4: SNR simulation parameters

3.5.4.5

Static dephasing (T20 )

The last set of simulations investigated the effect of the level of static dephasing on
the sampling of the spin echo envelope. Surprisingly, increased static dephasing introduced little bias to the MWF estimates for all three simulated values. Standard
deviations of the estimates increased as the level of static dephasing increased (T20
decreased), similarly to the previous simulations with varying SNR values.
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Fig. 3.16: Results of simulations with various SNR.
Simulation 1
T2
∞
SNR
250
TE1 (ms)
20
TE2 (ms)
60
∆ t (ms)
1.5
n1
4
n2
14
0

Simulation 2
140
250
20
60
1.5
4
14

Simulation 3
30
250
20
60
1.5
4
14

Table 3.5: Degree of static dephasing

3.5.5

Discussion

3.5.5.1

Summary of results

The presented simulations demonstrate the ability of this acquisition scheme and
simple model to evaluate the contribution of a short T2 component and calculate
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Fig. 3.17: Results of simulations with various static dephasing.
the MWF. The simulation parameters were chosen to emulate an implementation at
3T with realistic temporal SNR and data sampling based on gradient performance
achievable on modern MRI scanners. The distribution of the calculated parameters
were well behaved, increased in standard deviation in cases of lower SNR and/or
greater static dephasing as expected but were subject to some bias to the starting
estimates of the IRRLS.

3.5.5.2

Two-pool model

The presented model assumed bi-exponential T2 decay, consistent with a two-pool
model of white matter. The first component is associated with myelin trapped within
layers of the myelin sheath which exhibit a short T2, set at 30 ms in these simulations.
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The second component consists of the intra- and extra- cellular water contributions
which are inseparable in-vivo and set as 80 ms in these simulations. This model is
appropriate in voxels where it can be assumed that there are no contributions from
other T2 species, such as CSF. The signal contribution of each peak is modelled as a
delta function, though a continuous distribution would have been more biologically
appropriate. This is also the case with our objective function, sratio . It is unclear
if assigning additional parameters to describe the form and width of a continuous
distribution would aid in the evaluation of the MWF.

3.5.5.3

Influence of starting estimates

Decomposing a multi-exponential signal is an ill-posed problem, where small deviations of the decay curve due to noise can have a large impact on the fitted parameters.
The objective function, sratio , is also subject to this effect. The choice of starting estimates affect the fitting algorithm’s propensity to settle into a local minimum instead
of reaching the globally optimal solution. This was seen in simulations with varying
starting estimates, where this was reflected as a bias in the MWF estimates. However,
the bias reported here appears less severe than that of the mcT2* fitting reported by
Hwang et al. ( [132]) using their three component model.

3.5.5.4

In-vivo implementation and SNR

Though the simulations aimed to replicate the expected SNR and static dephasing, other sources of noise and imaging artefacts are not represented. These include
artefacts caused by motion, eddy currents, truncation of k-space, the point-spreadfunction, and local frequency shifts [143]. Most other quantitative MRI methodologies
are subject to these effects and their impact on the mcGESSE acquisition and analysis will have to be evaluated once implemented in vivo.
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Establishing a preferred protocol given the number of acquisition parameters is
not trivial. In large part, the bandwidth is constrained by the timing made possible
at the first echo time (T E1 = 20 ms in these simulations). Bandwidth for T E2 were
kept the same as T E1 . This means that a higher bandwidth, while allowing greater
sampling at T E1 , would result in lower SNR of the T E2 data points which already
suffer an SNR loss due to transverse relaxation. However, it was found through simulations that this trade-off resulted in very similar values for all three acquisition
scenarios. The intermediate scenario, with 4 and 14 pairs of gradient echoes at T E1
and T E2 respectively, had a slightly lower standard deviation.

The pixel-wise analysis of an in vivo mcGESSE dataset will be subject to a wide
SNR range due in large part to the sensitivity profile of the receiving head coil. The
SNR values of the simulations were chosen to reflect this range. As expected, a lower
SNR results in a wider distribution of the calculated MWF. In a typical MRI head
coil, SNR is lower farther away from the coil elements (i.e. near the centre of the
brain). This is a phenomenon which plagues all quantitative brain mapping techniques, though not always acknowledged explicitly.

Another significant factor in our SNR considerations is signal loss due to static
dephasing (T20 ). As reported in the mcT2* study, T20 effects result in shortening
of the effective relaxation times, T2*my and T2*ie . This was blamed for the failure
of MWF calculations using mcT2* near sources of severe field inhomogeneities. The
simulations of the present study show that, with the recovery of the signal caused
by the spin echo, the calculation of the MWF remains possible in the case of both
mild and severe T2* shortening. Much like the results investigating intrinsic SNR,
the negative effect of T2* shortening resulted in a greater standard deviation of the
MWF calculation.
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A pulse sequence which could obtain a mcGESSE dataset on our lab’s MRI hardware did not yet exist and needed to be programmed. These simulations have served
as motivation for the implementation of mcGESSE which will however need to be
assessed with regards to the imaging artefacts and other sources of noise which were
not part of these simulations. This work follows in chapter 4, with the modification
of a clinical spin echo sequence and the investigation of multiple protocols.

3.5.6

Conclusion

The feasibility of a new technique for whole-brain mapping of the MWF was demonstrated on theoretical grounds based on the gradient echo sampling of two spin echoes
and a simple two-compartment model of white matter. The ability of this approach
to estimate the MWF within a realistic SNR range and despite significant static dephasing motivates the future implementation of this technique in vivo.

3.6

Summary

Multiple T2 species are known to contribute to the T2 signal measured in white matter. Though water exchange occurs between these compartments, the rate of this
exchange is considered to be slow relative to the relaxation times, such that they may
be treated as distinct components to the total measured multi-exponential decay. Estimation of these components is not trivial when measurements are performed in vivo
due to SNR considerations and the ill-posed nature of the data fitting.

Of particular interest is the shortest T2 component, attributed to water trapped
within the sheath of the myelinated axon. The contribution of this component to the
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total acquired signal is termed the MWF and has become the metric of interest of a
group of MRI techniques aimed at myelin mapping. The earliest of these techniques,
consisting of an optimized, single-slice, multi spin-echo acquisition, has been used
to characterize both healthy and pathological white matter but may have seen limited clinical use due to limited coverage and long scan times. Alternative techniques
are varied with some making modest improvements on the gold standard approach,
utilizing alternative strategies to obtain T2 contrast or taking non spin-echo based
approaches entirely.

One of these non-spin echo based approaches, mcT2*, was investigated as a proof
of concept study. The acquisition of a multi-gradient echo data allowed the decomposition of the signal and the detection of a short T2* component, associated with white
matter, using both NNLS and a two-compartment model. However, it was found that
this approach was not suitable as a whole brain technique, as signal drop off due to
sources of severe field inhomogeneities rendered MWF quantification impossible in
those areas.

We proposed a novel approach, called mcGESSE, based on the symmetric gradient echo sampling of spin echoes and a two-compartment model of white matter.
This approach takes advantage of symmetry inherent to the spin echo, such that the
objective function becomes a ratio of the signal at equal time intervals before and
after the spin echo instead of the native decay curve. This has the effect of simplifying
noise considerations and ignoring the functional form of T20 . The feasibility of estimating the MWF based on a mcGESSE dataset was assessed using simulations based
on realistic temporal SNR profiles. The effect of starting estimates, static dephasing, SNR and the sampling and bandwidth trade-off were assessed. The importance
of the starting estimates was noted, based on the bias that it may introduce. The
sampling/bandwidth trade-off had surprisingly little effect, while SNR and static de98

phasing affected the estimation of the MWF in an expected manner.

These simulations lay the foundations for the in vivo implementation of mcGESSE,
presented in the next chapter, where additional factors will have to be considered,
such as imaging artefacts not represented in these simulations.
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Chapter 4
Myelin mapping of the human
brain using mcGESSE
In chapter 3, mcGESSE was presented as a novel acquisition strategy, describing
an MRI sequence based on the gradient echo sampling of two spin echoes combined
with a two-component model to calculate the MWF. The feasibility of this approach
was demonstrated using simulations with realistic temporal SNR expected at 3T. The
current chapter reports on the implementation of mcGESSE for in vivo imaging based
on the parameters gleaned from the simulations of chapter 3. Healthy participants
underwent imaging to evaluate the clinical feasibility of mcGESSE, as well as the
reproducibility of MWF measurements.

4.1

Introduction

In vivo MWF measurements are sensitive to changes in myelination and correlate
with measures obtained using histology [121,144]. In addition to the qualitative correspondence between MWF maps and white matter lesions typically reported by mcT2
studies investigating MS [121, 128, 144–148], the MWF is expected to be sensitive to
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subtle changes in myelin not detectable through typical radiological imaging [149].
Given previous findings of white matter abnormalities in autism combined with our
own findings of increased white matter T2, MWF mapping offers the opportunity to
investigate abnormalities of white matter microstructure with more specificity.

Magnetization transfer imaging and DTI are two other quantitative MRI techniques which can be used to assess the microstructure of white matter. However,
the measures obtained with these techniques are not specific to myelin water content,
though they may be influenced by it [96]. The magnetization transfer ratio (MTR),
derived through magnetization transfer imaging, quantifies exchange between aqueous and non-aqueous protons, rendering it sensitive to inflammation and axonal loss.
DTI is influenced by the macroscopic packing properties of white matter fibre bundles
through the preferential direction of water diffusion, which is not specific to myelin
water. While associations linking fractional anisotropy, the most commonly reported
metric in DTI, to myelin content are common in the literature, such an interpretation
may be ill-founded and exclude other factors [33]. The information obtained from
MTR and DTI can thus be viewed as complementary to MWF measurements using
mcT2 methods.

Limited coverage and long scan times are drawbacks that have limited the clinical application of mcT2 techniques and MWF mapping. These limitations are a
result of the large number of spin echoes utilized to robustly characterized the multiexponential decay curve. In chapter 3, it was shown that in the absence of spin echoes,
the resulting T2* decay was also multi-exponential and a short T2* component associated with myelin water was detected with no a priori assumptions. However, in
the presence of field inhomogeneities, such as those caused by air/tissue interfaces,
signal decomposition no longer remains viable.
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An alternative hybrid strategy, mcGESSE, was proposed, based on the symmetric
gradient echo sampling of multiple spin echoes. This approach effectively combines
the sampling density of gradient echoes with the signal viability afforded by spin
echoes. A simulation study, presented in chapter 3, was conducted to show the feasibility of this technique with an eye to the in vivo implementation of mcGESSE at
3T within a clinically feasible scan time.

MRI scanners operating at a field strength of 3T are becoming more common in
both clinical and research settings. We expect our future research protocols to be
implemented at this field strength, reflected by our choice of parameters in the simulation study of chapter 3. The bulk of mcT2 studies to date have been conducted at
1.5T, though more recent studies have also moved to 3T, including implementation of
the gold standard MESEss [119]. 3T poses additional challenges, including increased
B1 inhomogeneity and susceptibility effects.

Experiments using imaging phantoms are often used where possible to evaluate
the performance of new imaging techniques. For MWF mapping, a convenient substance exhibiting bi-exponential decay with T2 times in the range of what would be
expected in white matter is dairy cream [150]. Dairy cream is relatively cheap and
readily available. The short T2 component in dairy cream originates from fat such
that the range of fat percentages available are a convenient and reliable way of simulating a range of MWF values. However, the protons bound to fat molecules have a
different resonance frequency than water. While it would be possible to sample the
fat and water in phase, it would severely limit the gradient sampling scheme possible with mcGESSE. For this reason, healthy volunteers were preferred and imaging
phantoms saw limited use in preliminary pulse sequence development.

The purpose of this study was to implement mcGESSE in vivo on our lab’s
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Siemens Verio 3T scanner and establish a protocol with optimal brain coverage within
a clinically relevant scan time. Further, MWF mapping and reproducibility of MWF
measurements in healthy volunteers were evaluated, as well as the potential of accelerated protocols.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Pulse sequence development and MR data acquisition

Implementation of the mcGESSE sequence on our lab’s scanner was accomplished
by modifying a clinical multi-contrast spin echo sequence. Gradient readout elements
were added, symmetrically placed about the spin echo time. Bipolar gradient readouts
were used, with pairs of readouts limited to even numbers such that corresponding
pairs used for the calculation of sratio were of the same polarity. Gradient readout
also occurred at the spin echo time. Each spin echo was sampled within its own acquisition (one spin echo per repetition) to allow for straightforward slice interleaving.

The slew-rate values of imaging gradients were not set to the maximum values
possible with the scanner’s gradient hardware, but were instead left at default values (<100 mT/m/ms). This was to avoid the possibility of slew-rate induced eddy
currents, which were held responsible for some stimulated echo artifacts in the implementation of MESEss . This constraint influenced the decision to use alternating
gradient readout polarities as well as the intermediate inter-echo spacing of 1500 µs
of the simulation study.

The two spin echo times were chosen to be slightly shorter than those used for
the simulations. The first spin echo was set at 19 ms (vs. 20 ms in the simulations)
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as this was the shortest value possible for 4 gradient echo pairs with the default slew
rate and a bandwidth of 965 Hz/pixel. The second spin echo time was shortened to
52 ms (from 60 ms in the simulations) which benefited the image quality of the last
few gradient echoes. Table 4.1 lists the parameters of the mcGESSE acquisition.

in-plane resolution (mm x mm)
slice thickness (mm)
TR(ms)
TE1 (ms)
TE2 (ms)
∆ t (ms)
n1
n2
acquisition time (min:sec)
bandwidth (Hz/px)

1.15 x 1.15
2.5
2500
19
52
1.5
4
14
16:30
965

Table 4.1: mcGESSE acquisition parameters

A 32-element phased-array receive-only conformal head coil was used for all imaging without enabling the available pre-scan normalization. The effects of normalization, used to correct for signal heterogeneity across the imaging volume, are likely to
depend on many factors, such as the imaging sequence being used, the manufacturer’s
implementation, and the ensuing data post-processing [151]. The head coil used is
noted to have a significant SNR advantage, particularly near the periphery of the
cerebrum [152]. Further, the phased-array head coil enabled the use of an accelerated
protocol using parallel imaging. To evaluate the feasibility of an accelerated protocol,
3 participants underwent a third scan, acquired immediately after the second full
mcGESSE dataset without repositioning of the subject or slice locations, using an
acceleration factor of 2.

In-plane resolution and slice thickness were maintained for each scan while the
number of slices and phase encoding steps were set to the minimum number required
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for maximal brain coverage according to each participant’s anatomy and ranged from
38 to 44 slices and 160 to 186 phase encoding steps (table 4.1). The FOV in the
phase encode direction was adjusted so that the in-plane resolution was the same for
all scans.

4.2.2

Subjects

Healthy volunteers where recruited under our research institution’s sequence development ethics approval. Seven participants (6 males and 1 female) aged 23 to 56
underwent imaging, with 6 being imaged twice within an hour after exiting the scanner room for a brief interval. Three volunteers underwent imaging a third time with
an accelerated protocol using parallel imaging. All subjects provided written consent.

4.2.3

mcGESSE data analysis

Reconstructed images in DICOM format were exported for off-line processing in Matlab (Mathworks, Wisconsin). Images were first filtered using a gaussian kernel spanning 5 pixels with a standard deviation of 0.8 pixel, chosen to filter out some of the
signal misregistration of images acquired with opposite gradient polarities while still
preserving acceptable contrast at edge boundaries. The use of an anisotropic diffusion
filter (ADF) as used in chapter 3 has been shown to improve MWF measurements
using the MESEss [141] and MEGE [132]. While it did improve the quality of MWF
maps using mcGESSE, it did not outperform the gaussian filtering described above.

Images were automatically masked, based on a signal intensity threshold of 250
applied to the TE2 = 52 ms spin echo image such that no computations were performed on voxels which did not meet this threshold. On the remaining voxels, sratio ,
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was calculated from the series of images and the data was fit using IRRLS as used in
the simulation study of chapter 3 and further described in Appendix II. Due to the
wide range in SNR expected with the 32-element phased-array head coil, the fitting
tolerance of the IRRLS algorithm was dynamically adjusted to the voxel’s SNR according to basic error propagation theory. Additionally, to remove bias due to the
starting estimates, starting points were randomly seeded 10 times and the trimmed
mean was taken of all 10 resulting IRRLS fits. Residuals of each fit were also mapped,
whereas points with residuals greater than 0.5 where abandoned early for computational efficiency on the basis of that they clearly did not fit the model.

In this way, MWF and residual maps were calculated for each dataset. Computations were done using the Shared Hierarchal Academic Research Computing Network
(SHARCNET). Using 8 AMD Opteron 2.2 GHz cpus, computation of a complete
mcGESSE dataset took between 6 to 9 hours.

4.2.4

Image normalization and segmentation

Image registration was used to normalize all MWF maps to a standard stereotactic
space, which approximates Talairach space. A T2-weighted template (ICBM-152,
Montreal Neurological Institute) was used in conjunction with each subject’s T2weighted image (obtained from the spin echo image at TE2 ) in the image registration
routine offered in SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging; University College London, London, United Kingdom) [153]. A set of parameters describing these
transformation into stereotactic space was then applied to the MWF map in order to
register it to standard space.

Also using SPM8, white matter and grey matter probability maps were constructed for each subject in standard space and were converted to binary masks using
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a threshold value of 0.90, as we had done in previous studies (chapter 2).

4.2.5

Creation of ROI

Masks for each ROI were created using either the PickAtlas toolbox for Matlab (Wake
Forest University) [79] or the LONI white matter parcellation map (WMPM; Laboratory of Neuroimaging, University of California, Los Angeles) based on the DTI-81
brain atlas [81]. These masks are three-dimensional binary volumes representing the
location of each ROI in standard space. These ROIs are then combined with the
subject specific white and/or grey matter masks. The resulting subject specific mask
was additionally masked with the respective residual map, where, based on inspection, values above 0.03 were considered poor fits and not included in the calculations.
Table 4.2 provides a summary of ROI creation.

ROI
source atlas
tissue mask
cingulate gyrus
LONI WMPM
GM + WM
putamen
PickAtlas
GM + WM
caudate
PickAtlas
GM + WM
thalamus
PickAtlas
GM + WM
cerebral grey matter
Pick Atlas
GM - corona radiata
cerebral white matter
Pick Atlas
WM - corona radiata
corona radiata
LONI WMPM
WM
genu of corpus callosum
LONI WMPM
WM
splenium of corpus callosum LONI WMPM
WM
body of corpus callosum
LONI WMPM
WM
internal capsule
LONI WMPM
WM
Table 4.2: Details of ROIs used.
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4.2.6

Statistical analysis

Group mean MWF values for each ROI were obtained by averaging the means obtained for each subject. To visualize within-subject inter-scan reproducibility, scatter
plots were produced of the mean MWF values obtained from both scans across relevant ROIs. The parameters of a linear regression were calculated, as well as the
coefficient of determination. To test for significant differences, the MWF distributions for each ROI were compared using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test. The accelerated protocol was similarly compared to the non accelerated acquisition with scatter plots, linear regression and two-sample KS tests. The Bonferroni
corrected p-value for significance for all KS-tests was set at p < 0.00625.

4.3

Results

MWF maps, in native space are shown in figure 4.1, along with the corresponding
residual maps and T2-weighted images. Regions where the two-pool model is inappropriate are highlighted by the high residual values, particularly in voxels containing
CSF and non-brain tissue within the perimeter of the skull. Partial volume effects
involving these tissues are responsible for some of the spurious MWF values seen at
the periphery of brain tissue. Regions of extreme magnetic field inhomogeneity, particularly near the lateral temporal lobe, are also subject to spuriously elevated MWF
values.

Group mean MWF values were calculated from each subject’s first scan, except
for one subject, where the second scan was used as the first scan was discarded due
to excessive motion (and was thus not included in the comparisons of within subject inter-scan reproducibility). Deep grey matter structures were also found to have
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slice T2-weighted
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Fig. 4.1: T2-weighted images, MWF maps and residual maps of every fourth slice of
a subject’s whole-brain dataset obtained with mcGESSE
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Fig. 4.2: Mean MWF values and standard deviations for grey and white matter ROIs.
Deep grey matter structures (i.e. putamen, caudate and thalamus) were excluded
from further analyses.

Fig. 4.3: Normalized T2-weighted images, shown in all three orientations, with corresponding masked MWF maps of white (middle) and grey (right) matter.
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Fig. 4.4: Scatterplots and linear regression parameters of within subject inter-scan
reproducibility. Each scatterplot represents data from a single subject.
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Fig. 4.5: Histograms depicting the MWF distributions in grey and white matter
calculated from two scans from the same subject.
unexpectedly high MWF values, with high variability within the group. As such,
the putamen, thalamus and caudate ROIs were not included in further comparisons
beyond the report of group means shown in figure 4.2.

Masked grey matter and white matter MWF maps are shown, in standard space
in figure 4.3. The MWF distributions corresponding to these two ROIs are shown in
figure 4.5 for both scans. Scatterplots for each subject include the slope, y-intercept
and coefficient of determination calculated from the linear regression. However, statistical tests were done on the distribution of MWF values (such as those shown in
figure 4.5). No ROIs within any of the participants had significantly different MWF
distributions between the two scans (see table 4.3).

Similarly, scatterplots in figure 4.6 show the mean MWF values and associated
regressions comparing the accelerated acquisition to the full acquisition within the
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Fig. 4.6: Scatterplots and linear regression parameters comparing the accelerated
protocol using parallel imaging against the unaccelerated protocol.
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ROI
CG
CGM
CWM
CR
GCC
SCC
BCC
IC

subject 1
0.9016
0.0864
0.9855
0.9016
0.9016
0.7382
0.548
0.9855

subject 2
0.9855
0.2436
0.9016
0.9998
0.9855
0.9855
0.9855
0.9016

subject 3
0.2436
0.9855*
0.9998
0.9855
0.2436
0.9998
1
0.9016

subject 4
0.9016
0.7382
0.9855
0.9855
0.9016
1
0.548
0.7382

subject 5
0.0864
0.9855*
0.9998
0.9998
0.7382
0.548
0.3769
0.9855

Table 4.3: P-values as calculated by two tailed KS-test for scan-rescan data. * indicates the p-value of the normalized distributions after the unnormalized distribution
met significance. CG; cingulate gyrus. CGM; cerebral white matter. CWM; cerebral
white matter. CR; corona radiata. GCC; corpus of callus callosum. SCC; splenium
of corpus callosum. BCC; body of corpus callosum. IC; internal capsule.
same scan. No significant differences were found between any of ROIs within any of
these subjects (see table 4.4).

4.4

Discussion

The work presented in this chapter follows up on the simulation study of chapter 3
by implementing mcGESSE as a new MWF mapping approach on our lab’s 3T MRI
scanner. Healthy volunteers participated in this study, with the majority undergoing imaging twice and some a third time with an accelerated protocol using parallel
imaging. The resulting data showed MWF values consistent with most other reports,
particularly at 3T, in the majority of brain regions investigated. Additionally, good
within-subject inter-scan reproducibility was shown, for scans acquired in two separate imaging sessions as well as the accelerated protocol acquired in the same imaging
session as the standard scan.
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ROI
CG
CGM
CWM
CR
GCC
SCC
BCC
IC

subject 1
0.9016
0.9855
0.9855
0.9016
0.3769
0.9016
0.7382
0.548

subject 2
0.9855
0.7382
0.9998
1
0.9855
0.9855
0.548
0.9016

subject 3
0.2436
0.2436
0.9998
0.9855
0.3769
0.3769
0.3769
0.9016

Table 4.4: P-values as calculated by two tailed KS-test for standard acquisition compared to the accelerated acquisition. CG; cingulate gyrus. CGM; cerebral white
matter. CWM; cerebral white matter. CR; corona radiata. GCC; corpus of callus
callosum. SCC; splenium of corpus callosum. BCC; body of corpus callosum. IC;
internal capsule.

4.4.1

Relevance of previous simulations study

The simulations of chapter 3 allowed us to evaluate the effects of intrinsic SNR, acquisition bandwidth, T2* dephasing and starting estimates of the IRRLS on the MWF
calculations in a straightforward manner. A first important consideration borne out
by the results of these simulations is the relative insensitivity of the trade-off made
between receiver bandwidth and the number of sampling points. From the simulations, it appears that the SNR gain of an acquisition with lower bandwidth would
compensate for the reduced number of sampling points. In practice, this trade-off
would lower the potential for eddy currents with less sampled points, as gradient
switching speeds would not have to be maximized. However, a lower bandwidth also
necessitates a longer readout, which introduces additional weighting due to T2* decay
during the readout, known as the point-spread-function, which would result in some
degree of blurring. While an exhaustive quantitative evaluation of these parameters
fell outside the scope of this study, a middle of the road approach was taken by setting
gradient switching speeds to their default values and lowering the bandwidth to near
it‘s minimum for the given number of data points, as constrained by the first spin echo
time, TE1 . While the gradient echoes along the second spin echo envelope could have
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been acquired with a different bandwidth, it was kept consistent to avoid introducing
any additional effects due to differences in the point-spread-function. Whether any
gains in data quality could be obtained by further optimizing the sampling bandwidth
trade-off could be the focus of future work.

A second important factor highlighted by the results of the simulations is the effect
of the starting estimates of the IRRLS. This reflects the ill-posed nature of the signal
decomposition. Even though sratio qualitatively appears to more easily resolve the
contribution of T2short , a least squares based minimization is still susceptible to settle
on a local minimum. This is further exacerbated by the wide range of SNR encountered across the brain, where a mismatch of the fitting tolerances of the IRRLS and
the SNR at a specific voxel can increase the likelihood of settling at a local minimum.
Thus, the analysis of the in vivo data benefited from two additional steps: first, the
fitting tolerance of the IRRLS was dynamically adjusted, on voxel by voxel basis,
via its SNR and error propagation. Secondly, the starting estimates were randomly
seeded 10 times and the trimmed mean (where the lower and upper 10% of values are
truncated) of all IRRLS fits taken as the result. Preliminary analyses showed that no
improvements were obtained beyond this number of randomly seeded fits.

4.4.2

Filtering

In regions of significant field inhomogeneity, the alternating polarity of the readout
gradient causes slight signal misregistration in its direction. This is seen in the images as a slight geometric warping, alternating from gradient echo to gradient echo.
A gaussian filter was applied to all images, with a standard deviation of 0.8 voxels,
which was enough to average this misregistration while retaining the image detail
relevant to MWF mapping. The quality of MWF maps were improved in these regions. In contrast, the edge preserving ADF was also evaluated and, while showing
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improvements when compared to no filtering, did not increase the quality of the MWF
maps to the same degree as gaussian filtering. This does not necessarily contradict
the findings of Jones et al. [141], as the analysis methods used are vastly different.

4.4.3

Field inhomogeneities

The symmetry inherent to mcGESSE has greatly simplified our treatment of macroscopic field inhomogeneities on the signal decay. We recall that the sources of signal
loss, classically described by the time constant T20 , are reversed and recovered by
the spin echo. While the extent of the presence of field inhomogeneities was reflected
through the temporal SNR of the signal in the simulations, the situation can become
more complicated in vivo. In particular, distortions in the magnetic field will result
in off-resonance of the nuclei and unintended phase variations, leading to both suboptimal excitation and signal misregistration.

In whole-brain MRI acquisitions using gradient echo based techniques, the temporal lobes are cited as one of the most severely affected regions, due to the presence
of both air/tissue and bone/tissue interfaces [154, 155]. This is also the case for
mcGESSE images, where this region is subject to both signal loss, geometric distortions and off-resonance effects. These artifacts, spread across the entire time-series of
images making up the mcGESSE dataset, result in the calculation of spurious MWF
values.

There are many methods proposed to correct signal loss due to the large field inhomogeneities typically encountered in these regions. The problem has been approached
from both the acquisition side, with the optimization of acquisition parameters, such
as quadratic RF pulses [156–163], or by correction of the data prospectively, with or
without the collection of additional images [164–172]. Since mcGESSE consists of
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a large set of closely spaced images weighted by T2* and T20 , it would be straightforward to estimate the magnitude of the magnetic field disturbances. Additionally,
most scanners allow the simultaneous acquisition of phase images, which may allow
corrections based on phase gradient mapping [173,174]. However, to date, no methods
have been proposed which explicitly account for multi-exponential relaxation. This
work sets a framework in which such corrections could be developed.

The putamen, thalamus and caudate are deep grey matter structures for which the
calculated mean MWF were higher than expected when compared to the other brain
regions assessed as well as the literature. While MWF values obtained at 3T have
generally been reported to be higher than those obtained at 1.5T [119,127], we suspect
the values in the range we observed to be erroneous or at least the result of a significant bias. Possible reasons include the lower SNR experienced in these brain regions,
and/or the presence of significant iron stores. While mesoscopic and macroscopic field
inhomogeneities are reversed by the spin echo, and described by T20 , microscopic field
inhomogeneities (smaller than the diffusion length and orders of magnitudes smaller
than the voxel) would be reflected in the T2 time(s) of the voxel [166, 175, 176]. Referred to as intra-voxel dephasing, this mechanism could appreciably shorten T2long
which would not only lower its temporal SNR, but may interfere with the boundary
conditions of the fit using IRRLS. While this is an issue worthy of further consideration, MWF measurement in deep grey matter structures is not a necessity to test the
implication of myelin in the context of the under-connectivity hypothesis in autism.

4.4.4

Image segmentation and normalization

Partial volume effects refer to the presence of multiple tissue types within an imaging voxel. In the context of this work, we are concerned with voxels which are not
uniquely comprised of white matter only, or grey matter only. The concern is to
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maintain the applicability of the two-pool model used in the calculation of the MWF.
The segmentation of images using white matter and grey matter probability maps
combined with a high threshold allows us to easily and automatically exclude regions
where partial volume effects may be a concern. In this way, we avoid contaminating
MWF measurements with erroneous values. The result of this segmentation is seen in
cerebral grey matter and white matter in figure 4.3. The reproducibility of the MWF
distributions are shown in figure 4.5 for the same patient, but in two separate scans,
which effectively also demonstrates the reproducibility of the segmentation routine.

Image normalization and the creation of ROIs in standard space is another aspect
of the methods used in this study for which reproducibility is inherently evaluated.
In this respect, it is interesting to compare the scatterplots of the inter-session scans
of figure 4.4, to the scans of figure obtained without subject repositioning (figure 4.6).
While the sample size is small it remains readily apparent that subject repositioning
is a considerable source of inter-scan variability. However, the source of variability is
not uniquely due to the small differences in orientation and slice position which must
be handled during normalization. A second important source is the quality of the
B0 shim, which may vary if subtle changes in position are more favourable to a good
shim, or if the automated shimming routine converges to a different solution.

4.4.5

MWF distributions

The MWF values obtained within an ROI, or the entire brain are expected to belong
to a distribution that is not only due to measurement error, but also a reflection
of the microstructural heterogeneity of myelin which may span the ROI. As seen in
figure 4.5, white and grey matter exhibit markedly different distributions. The KS
tests comparing ROIs were performed on the distributions make no assumption as
to the form of this distribution, requiring only that they be continuous, an appro119

priate assumption given the large number of voxels included in each ROI. In two
subjects, the MWF of cerebral grey matter would have been found to be significantly
different using a non-Bonferonni corrected p-value of 0.05. Inspection of the subject
data revealed that the total number of voxels assigned to grey matter, as per the
segmentation, was vastly different between each subject’s two scans. As such, the
distributions were normalized and KS-tests repeated, at which point all significant
differences (at p < 0.05) vanished. We suspect that differences in segmentation of
cortical grey matter are responsible.

MWF values obtained using the gold standard MESEss at 1.5T and methods
closely derived from it have generally been consistent. However, more recent comparisons of the same methods at 1.5T and 3T (including MESEss ) [119] [127] have
found MWF values to be generally increased at a higher field strength. In the case
of MESEss , significant differences were found at 3T depending on whether a transmit/receive or receive-only head coil was used. MWF values obtained are likely further
influenced by differences in the fitting of data, ROI definition and the implementation
of automated normalization and segmentation techniques. Therefore, it is difficult to
draw direct comparisons between the mcGESSE data presented in this chapter and
data from previous mcT2 studies. However the MWF values we report here are well
within the range found in the literature in white matter, though seem elevated for
grey matter. If we exclude deep grey matter on the basis of high iron concentrations
as discussed previously, elevated MWF values in grey matter may be explained by
the bias of IRRLS reported in the simulation studies for small values. Once more
studies using the gold standard and alternative techniques are conducted at 3T, or
by conducting our own comparison study, a clearer picture of this systematic over
estimation in grey matter should be obtained.
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4.4.6

High-field imaging of white matter

Relaxation signal properties of white matter have been investigated at field strengths
beyond 3T. MWF mapping in fixed brain specimens at 7T showed further correspondence with histological staining [177]. However, field inhomogeneity effects are
generally further increased at this field strength. The signal dependence on the white
matter fibre orientation relative to B0 has been of particular interest, implicating
myelin as the principal source of this effect. This has been modelled [178], and exploited in terms of T2* mapping [179, 180] and frequency shifts [181]. This is an
ongoing area of study, which may benefit the interpretation of measurements at lower
field strengths, including mcGESSE.

4.4.7

Accelerated protocol using parallel imaging

The potential of an accelerated protocol using parallel imaging was evaluated. Using
an acceleration factor of 2, the acquisition time is nearly halved. For clinical studies, shorter acquisitions may significantly increase the odds of a successful scan in
uncooperative subjects. The scatterplots and regressions of figure 4.6 indicate good
reproducibility of mean MWF measurements of the ROIs assessed. More subjects
should be scanned with both protocols to establish the suitability for clinical studies,
though these preliminary results look promising.

4.4.8

Future work

Though mcGESSE was proposed as a whole-brain MWF mapping technique, the
current work highlights limitations in some brain regions. Future work, before using
mcGESSE for clinical studies, should investigate how some of these limitations can be
addressed. For example, in deep grey matter, where intra-voxel dephasing may be re121

sponsible for biased MWF calculations, changes in resolution or boundary conditions
of the two-pool model may help. The overestimation seen in cerebral grey matter,
though expected, could be alleviated using modifications to the fitting routine, such
as fitting to a one-pool model and using an F-test to see if the additional parameters
of the two-pool model are warranted. Extreme field inhomogeneities, typically seen
near the temporal lobes are another factor influencing data quality. This issue is
certainly not specific to mcGESSE and suitable methods, which could take advantage of the large amount of mutli-echo magnitude and phase data collected while not
clouding the multi-exponential signal decay, should be evaluated.

4.5

Conclusion

This chapter demonstrated the feasibility of MWF mapping using mcGESSE in vivo
at 3T. Though data quality in certain brain regions should be the subject of further
evaluation, the reproducibility of cerebral MWF measurements was demonstrated in
healthy volunteers. Obtaining whole-cerebrum white matter MWF measurements
would be invaluable in specifying our previously reported T2 abnormalities and ultimately testing the under-connectivity hypothesis. Additionally, the potential of an
accelerated protocol using parallel imaging was shown, and is especially relevant to
the implementation of this protocol in studies including pediatric populations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and summary
This final chapter provides a concise summary of all five studies presented in
this thesis. Exploiting the sensitivity of quantitative T2 to changes in brain tissue
microstructure, prevailing hypotheses are tested in pediatric populations of patients
with autism and TS. The unfavourable lack of specificity of quantitative T2 imaging
limits the conclusions that can be drawn from those studies. However, the compartmentalization of water in white matter has motivated techniques which exploit multiexponential T2 decay, with many focussing on quantifying the MWF as a marker of
myelin content. Currently available techniques were reviewed, and a technique based
on multi-exponential T2* decay (mcT2*), which at the time had not yet been implemented in-vivo, was evaluated as proof of concept study. The analyses presented raise
some concerns with regards to the suitability of mcT2* as a whole-brain technique
and is not pursed further. McGESSE was proposed as a novel acquisition strategy, which effectively combines the SNR advantage afforded by a spin echo with the
sampling density of gradient echoes. We presented data obtained from a simulation
study, showing the feasibility of this technique at 3T. The in-vivo implementation of
mcGESSE followed, and healthy participants were recruited for imaging to assess its
ability for whole-brain MWF mapping and the reproducibility of MWF measurements
within ROIs.
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5.1

T2 abnormalities in autism

Evidence of brain abnormalities in autism have been reported in many imaging studies. An altered brain development trajectory has been proposed and reconciles some
of the conflicting differences in these findings. White matter, principally distinguished
from grey matter by the presence of myelin, has been implicated by reports of volume abnormalities, among other imaging findings. Taken together with the profile
of affected and spared functions in autism, imaging findings provide support for the
under-connectivity hypothesis.

T2 imaging capitalizes on the sensitivity of the acquired signal to the microstructural environment of the hydrogen nuclei giving rise to a detectable MRI signal.
A previous study from our lab was the first to report on whole cerebrum T2 in
autism [67], finding increased T2 in white matter but no significant differences in
grey matter. Following up on these findings, with an eye to some notable volumetric
WM findings, chapter 2 presented a novel automated approach to the localization of
these T2 abnormalities. A first scheme parcellated WM into their anatomically lobar
compartments, finding increased T2 in the frontal and parietal WM. A second scheme,
chosen for its relevance to the developmental course of WM maturation, compared
bridging, sagittal and radiate white matter compartments. In this case, T2 was seen
to be increased in bridging and radiate white matter.

These findings are in agreement with many previous findings of volumetric abnormalities, as well as many emerging findings using metrics obtained through DTI.
Despite some limitations imposed by the study sample and data acquisition and analysis, the results lend further evidence to pathophysiogical differences in white matter
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microstructure relevant to the concept of aberrant neural connectivity in autism.

5.2

T2 abnormalities in Tourette syndrome

Implication of the CSTC network in TS has provided a common framework to reconcile symptomatology and imaging findings. Volumetric abnormalities are part of
the evidence implicating components of the CSTC circuitry, along with a single T2
study in adults.

As such, we presented the first study quantitatively evaluating T2 relaxation times
of CSTC components in a group of children and adolescents with TS. Utilizing similar
ROI-based methodology, we reported localized increased T2 of the caudate nucleus
within the basal ganglia. This suggests microstructural differences of subcortical grey
matter tissue, consistent with other brain imaging studies of TS and relevant to aberrant CSTC circuit function.

5.3

Feasibility of mcT2* in vivo for myelin mapping

Motivated by the WM T2 abnormalities presented in chapter 2, we reviewed a group
of specialized techniques which seek to better characterize the T2 distribution with
the aim of calculating the contribution of a short T2 component attributed to water
trapped between layers of the myelin sheath, the MWF. One of these techniques,
mcT2*, is based on the decomposition of the T2* decay, obtained with a gradient
echo sequence and foregoes most of the limitations of the spin echo approach with
regards to brain coverage and scan time. At the time, this method had only been
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implemented ex-vivo, in a fixed brain not subject to the signal loss associated with
magnetic field inhomogeneities caused by air-tissue interfaces such as the frontal sinuses.

mcT2* was implemented in-vivo at 3T using a gradient echo sequence and compared to a rudimentary implementation of mcT2 using a clinical spin echo sequence.
Imaging data from a single volunteer were analyzed using both the NNLS algorithm
and a two-component model representing the bi-exponential decay of voxels containing myelin water and intra/extra cellular water. It was found that while the MWF
maps obtained from mcT2* analysis allowed for the detection of a short T2* component in most white matter regions, the separation of components was not possible
in regions of severe field inhomogeneities due to T2* shortening. However, there was
the remarkable correspondence of the MWF maps calculated using a two-component
model compared to those using NNLS.

We concluded that mcT2* could not be a suitable whole brain MWF mapping
strategy at 3T, but that the use of a two-component model was appropriate for MWF
calculations and may perform better at lower SNR.

5.4

Feasibility of mcGESSE for myelin mapping:
simulations

A novel acquisition strategy for MWF mapping was presented based on the symmetric gradient echo sampling of the spin echo envelope combined with a two-component
model. Named mcGESSE, this approach capitalizes on the sampling density afforded
by gradient echoes while maintaining better signal viability near sources of field inhomogeneities by a limited number of spin echoes. Furthermore, this strategy exploits
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symmetry inherent of the spin echo signal, which allows us to ignore the functional
form of T20 . A new objective function is created from this symmetry, based on the
signal intensity at equal time intervals before and after the spin echo. This function
has only three unknown variables: the MWF (AM W F ), the T2 of myelin water (T 2my )
and the T2 of the intra/extra-cellular water peak (T 2ie ).

A set of simulations were devised to evaluate the theoretical ability of this strategy
to evaluate the MWF. Care was taken to appropriate realistic simulation parameters
by inspecting the existing gradient echo dataset from the mcT2* study. To this end,
realistic temporal SNR profiles were created for the cases of severe, mild and no static
dephasing at various SNR levels and MWF values. The data fitting approach used
was an iteratively re-weighted robust least squares approach (IRRLS). The influence
of starting estimates of the data fitting routine on the results was noted. However,
the results demonstrated the feasibility of this acquisition strategy to calculate the
MWF, with a small bias at small MWF values and decreasing precision at lower SNR
or increased static dephasing.

5.5

Myelin mapping in vivo using mcGESSE

Utilizing the information gleaned from the simulations, mcGESSE was implemented
in-vivo on our lab’s Siemens Verio 3T scanner. Biases due to starting estimates and
the spatial dependence of SNR were circumvented using randomly seeded starting
estimates and dynamically adjusting the function tolerance of the fitting algorithm
to match the SNR of the voxel being analyzed. MWF calculations also benefitted
from slight filtering, which reduced the effect of slight signal misregistration caused
by the acquisition of images with readout gradients of opposite polarities.
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Seven healthy participants were recruited, with six subjects undergoing imaging
twice to assess within-subject inter-scan reproducibility. Three of these subjects underwent imaging a third time, within the same session, using an accelerated protocol
using parallel imaging. The results of this first implementation of mcGESSE in-vivo
reflect the potential of this approach for whole brain MWF mapping. Nevertheless,
specific areas of concern were discussed in detail and include signal loss in the temporal region and erroneous MWF values in deep grey matter. Also of concern, but
predicted by the simulations studies, is a systematic overestimation for lower MWF
values, as expected in grey matter. The details of the discussion should provide a
good starting point for future development work on mcGESSE.

5.6

Significance of this work

Imaging studies in autism continue to support a neurobiological basis. In fact, reported white matter abnormalities, taken alongside the neuropsychological profile of
affected and spared functions, support the under-connectivity hypothesis. However,
the majority of studies implicated the involvement of white matter with evidence of
volumetric, structural and functional abnormalities. Our quantitative assessment of
T2 abnormalities has provided evidence of pathophysiological abnormalities of the
white matter microstructure. The regional assessment of these abnormalities has
highlighted important aspects of aberrant connectivity in autism by implicating radiate and bridging white matter. While studies using DTI also report abnormalities
of white matter, the obtained metrics cannot be interpreted as a direct assessment
of myelin content. The utility of mcGESSE in obtaining whole-cerebrum MWF measurements will be invaluable in specifying our previously reported T2 abnormalities
and ultimately testing the under-connectivity hypothesis.
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5.7

Future work

Whole brain MWF mapping would be of incredible utility in the study of autism.
Beyond providing further specificity to our own findings of increased T2 in white
matter, it could provide further clues in regards to questions relating to connectivity, brain overgrowth and microstructural abnormalities detected with other imaging
modalities. However, before mcGESSE and the associated analyses can be used in
a population study, more work should be done to assess and improve data quality.
This work would involve the further optimization of scan parameters used for the
acquisition, capitalizing on the multi-echo nature of the acquisition to retrospectively
correct for signal losses, and adapting the fitting model to provide more accurate
estimates of small MWF values.
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Appendix I
Power image noise correction
Magnitude images are obtained from the real and imaginary components of quadrature detection in a straightforward manner. Considering ideal, noiseless signal contributions AR and AI , the noiseless magnitude is:
|M | =

q
A2R + A2I

(I.1)

The noise contribution of quadrature detection, n results in two components, nR and
nI with zero means and equal standard deviations, σ:

n = nR + nI

(I.2)

q
q
2
σ = < nR > = < n2I >

(I.3)

The influence of this noise on the magnitude image is described as follows:

M = AR + nR + iAI + inI
p
|M | = (AR + nR )2 + (AI + nI )2

(I.4)
(I.5)

The consequence of this non-linear contribution on quantitative T2 calculations is
to artificially inflate signal intensity, with the effect being most severe as the decay
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approaches the noise floor. However, if we consider the power of the magnitude image:
M 2 = (AR + nR )2 + (AI + nI )2

(I.6)

< M 2 > = A2R + A2I + 2AR < nR > +2AI < nI > + < n2R > + < n2I >

(I.7)

< M 2 > = A2 + 2σ 2

(I.8)

We see that, in this case, the contribution of noise to the power image is linear and
additive. The value of 2σ 2 corresponds to to the magnitude of the image in the absence of signal, i.e. when A2 =0. For example, in an axial brain image, its is easily
calculated from the average background intensity in the corners of the power image.
Assigned a value of M02 , this yields a corrected power image, Mc , where
Mc2 = M 2 − M02

(I.9)

In the context of quantitative T2, the transformation from magnitude image to power
image is equivalent to:
TE

S(T E) = S0 e− T 2
S 2 (T E) = S02 e−

2T E
T2

(I.10)
(I.11)

where S(T E) is the signal at a given echo time T E and S0 is the signal for T E=0.

As such, a logarithmic fit can be performed on the power images themselves to
calculate T2. In the case of GESFIDE data, corrected power images are used to
calculate T2* and T2− .
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Appendix II
Iteratively re-weighted robust least squares
While a weighted least squares fit allows lower SNR data to have a smaller influence
on the fit, a major drawback of this approach is that outliers can still have a major
influence on the fit. By iteratively re-weighting the fit based on the mean absolute
deviation (M AD) of residuals, we can minimize the effect of outliers. The approach
consists of the following steps:
1. Calculate initial weights based the SNR of the voxel across the image series.
2. Do an initial weighted least squares fit and compute the nominal residuals, rnom .
3. Compute the standardized residual rstd , given by

rstd = 0.6745

rnom
K · M AD(rnom )

(II.1)

where K is a tuning constant typically set to 4.685.
4. Compute the robust weights, wi , based on the standardized residual.

wi =



(1 − (rstd )2 )2 , |rstd | < 1

(II.2)

|rstd | ≥ 1


0,

5. Repeat the fit, combining the initial weighting the robust weights.
6. If M AD(rstd ) < M AD(rnom ), then convergence is met. Otherwise, further
iterations are performed.
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Appendix III
Ethics approval for the study of autism using MRI
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Appendix IV
Ethics approval for the study of TS using MRI
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Appendix V
Ethics approval for pulse sequence development
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